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Annual political picnic Saturday

Anglican envoy Terry Waite
prepared to return to Lebanon
LONDON (AP) — Terry Waite said Friday he is prepared to
meet again in -Lebanon with Shiite Moslem extremists holding
American hostages to discuss the message they gave the Rev
Lawrence Martin Jenco before releasing him. ,
"I now wait anxiously to hear from the captors," the Anglican
envoy said at a London news conference also attended by Jenco,
who was freed on Saturday. "I await a message from them."
Jenco, a Roman Catholic priest from Joliet, Ill., delivered a
message from his kidnappers on Wednesday to Pope John Paul
and on Thursday gave the same message to Archbishop of
Canterbury Robert Runcie, spiritual head of the Church of
England.
The 51-year-old Jenco was to fly to Washington after the news
conference to deliver a confidential message from his former
captors to President Reagan.
Waite said the kidnappers' message had been received with
"sympathy and understanding by two major leaders of the Christian tradition."
"I have been asked to return to Lebanon as soon as possible in
order to take further these discussions," the envoy said.
The remaining American captives, seized separately last year
by the Shiite extremist group Islamic Jihad, are: Terry Anderson, 38, chief Middle East -correspondent for The Associated
Press; David Jacobsen, 55, director of the American University
Hospital in B4irut.;•and Thomas Sutherland, 55, the university's
acting dean of agriculture.

Elsewhere...
13) the Usortsted Press

WASHINGTON — Senate Democrats, scrambling for ways to
thwart William Rehnquist's nomination to be chief justice, set
their hopes on witnesses ready to challenge Rehnquist denials
that he harassed minority voters in Phoenix, Ariz.. in the early
1960s.
WASHINGTON — Supreme Court Justice William H. Rehnquist, unapologetic about his staunch conservatism and denying
any wrongdoing as a political operative two decades ago, says he
can be an effective symbol of justice for all.
WASHINGTON — Military satellites will be boosted into space
more frequently on unmanned rockets, and virtually all commercial launches may be handled by private industry in the wake
of
the loss of the shuttle Challenger last January, officials say.
PITTSBURGH — The first work stoppage in 27 years by
steelworkers at USX Corp.. which until recently was known as
U.S. Steel Corp., began as a contract expired at midnight.

Today's highlight in history: On Aug. 1, 1873, inventor Andrew
S. Hallidie successfully tested a cable car he had designed for
San
Francisco. The car, pulled by an underground cable, traveled
down Clay Street between Jones and Kearny, first in a private
test...then in a public demonstration.

Surplus of politicians slated to vie
for voters' attention at Fancy Farm
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. I Al' — A
bumper crop of politicians will
mean a crowded speaker's platform Saturday as incumbents
and hopefuls vie for voter support at the 106th annual Fancy
Farm Picnic.
The picnic, set on a school
ground amid the tobacco, corn
and soybean fields of Graxes
County. traditionally in-
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augurates the fall and spring
campaign seasons.
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford and
his Republican challenger,
Jackson Andrews. will .top the
general election ballot in
November and be among the
early speakers on Saturday.
But contestants for statewide
office in the May 1987 primary
likely will command more
attention.
The lineup includes six major

contenders for governor and at
least four for lieutenant governor, said Conrad Elliott. who annually schedules speakers for
the afternoon of oratory with
which Fancy Flirm is
synonymous.
"This is my first time in 19
years of doing this that I've ever
had anything like this many candidates." Elliott said in'a
telephone interview.
Asked if he was putting a time

limit on the speeches. Elliott
said:."Not exactly a time linut
I'm asking them to be discreet
'We ain't exactly put a time
on it. hut we leave it under- tiiod
that about six or seven minutes..
I-. acceptable- pe,r speech. Elliott
said.
;ubernatoria hopefuls who
have been penciled into the
lineup include Republican Larry
(Cont'd on page?)

Suit settled
prior to end er
of testimony
A suit filed following the 1984
accidental death of a Paris,
Tenn., man in Calloway County
was dismissed Thursday. after
parties remaining in the 'action
reached a settlement. .
,The suit, which got underway
in U.S. District Court in
yesterday morning,
had been filed by Nora Nichols,
widow of John Nichols, who was
fatally injured when the Texgas
delivery truck he was driving
fell through a bridge on a
private road off of Ky. 121 South.
Tne suit originally was filed
against Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Maddox and Mr and Mrs. Jay
Maddox, owners and leasees of
the property, as well as the
Calloway County Fiscal Court
including current and former
(('onte(' on page 2)

Baker: no bid
for top spot if
two-term limit
were repealed
WASHINGTON
A I' i
—
Howard H. Baker Jr. says he'd
put aside his own presidential
ambitions, if the two-term limit
were repealed and President
Reagan were willing to run
again in 11455.
In an appearance at the National Press Club on Thursday,
the former Senate majority
leader said, however, that "I
sort of doubt you can repeal the
22nd Amendment" in time, for
Reagan to z•tin.
A voice raised in opposition to
a third term for the president
was that of Paul G. Kirk Jr.,
chairman • of the opposition
Democratic Party. Kirk called a
news confer-true to denounce the
repeal effort as a Republican
''fund-raising gimmick."
Kirk said the repeal move was

Distance from Sun: Shones1-128 million miles;
greatest-- 155 rrellion. mean-141.6 mon miles
Distance from Earth: Shortest-35 million miles:
greatest— 248 rrilkon miles
Diameter: Equatorial-4.217 miles, poiar-4.195 miies
Length of year: 687 Earth-days to oltirt the Sun
Length of day: 24 hours. 37 minutes
Average temperature: -80°F
Mers diameter is
Setellass: Deimos and Phobos
4,217 miles— a little more
than half that or Earth
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Approximately 40 farmers got together for the Calloway County Young Farmer Tour Thursday afternoon on the farms of Rick Murdock and Mark Paschall. During the tour, the farmers had a chance
to
see test results of several different corn varieties, as well as new techniques in irrigation and soil
conservation. Among those discussing corn varieties was Randy Tucker. pictured at top left. Above right.
Calloway County High School agriculture teacher Larry Gilbert records a portion of the tour on video
tape for his students, while 'Murdock (at left in bottom photo) explains his irrigation system
to the
group. The evening concluded with a cookout at the West Kentucky Exposition Center for the group,
sponsored by a number of seed and agricultural chemical companies.
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Officials willing to negotiate border dispute

Tonight. Partly cloudy.
tow in - ttuf trp-tiet-Tug-.Liglil
wind.
MISS
' Saturday: Partly cloudy
YOUR PAPER?
with a 30 percent chance of
Subscribers who have not
afternoon thundershowers.
received their home delivered
Extended Forecast
•
copy of The Murray Ledger &
The extended forecast calls
Times by 5:30 p.m. aelonddys." for
mostly fair conditions
Friday or by 3:30 p.m Saturday
Sunday through Tuesday with
are urged to call 753-1916 bet
highs in the 80S and lows in
ween 5:30 p.m. end 6 p.m.,
the 60s.
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satur. .
days. Office Hours — $a.m.•5
LAKE LEVELS
p.m. Monday thru Friday,
Kentucky Lake .
357.0
a.m. 12 p.m. Saturday.
Barkley Lake
357.6

David'Armstrong
I'assare oflawsuit

FRANKFORT. Ky. t AP — Illinois officials should have tried
harder to settle a dispute with
Kentucky before challenging the
states' -Ohrto---ftiver boundary in
the U.S. Supreme Court. Attorney General David Armstrong said.
"I'm disappointed that we
didn't have the opportuniTS-,to sit
down and talk about this." Armstrong said .Wednesilay. "We
-really had no prior warning of-Illinois' intention to file."
Illinois Attorney General Neil
Hartigan filed the lawsuit - last
---, week asking the Supreme Court
ai determine the states' boundary after receiving complaints
from sportsmen.
Kentucky claims a border ex-

tending to the Illinois side of the
Ohio River and enforces its fish

and game laws over the entire
river — all the way to the nor.
The my.
Illinois sportsmen contend
this forces them to either buy
Kentucky game licenses or run
the risk of fines and harassment
by conservation officers from
the neighboring'state.
They complain that
to be protectifig I llinvis Ortizens
overzealous patrols -fined a boy
from receiving fines for fishing
for fishing from a log extending
and hunting without a Ktfhtucky
into the river from the . Illinois ,liceilse. and , 1 think we- can,
side, and also fried to seize a
that problem.'' boat and motor v:hen the owner
The Kentucky attorney
tied' his craft to the Illinois
grperal said his office got a call
shore.
from one of Hartigan's
Hartigan announced the
lawsuit at a news conference in
fl'ont'd on page 7)

sarsiessisegi■„
•

-Metropolis. vo‘s .•
to
1 thi.
distitile 'limy and torn\ it so that
Winans a.portsmen again have
access to the part sit the .Ohlo
- River that is rightfully theirs
But Armstrong said a la x% suit
was not necessar:% to re'solve the
issue
,
"NA e're willing•to sit down and
talk,- he said in a statement
-Their prinniry convern,
,
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Alderdice is named new manager
for area rural electric cooperative
but says he plans no immediate
changes in the operation of the
giant cooperative.
The new manager is a
graduate of Cuba High School
and Murray State University.
He taught school briefly before
coming to the cooperative
West Kentucky.Rural Electric
Cooperative supplies electrical
power frm TVA to more than
27.000 families and is one of the
largest cooperatives of its kind
in the state of Kentucky.

ty on July 12.
Michael Alderdicc. a 3s yearold native of the Lynnville com- oe"'"The new manager was first
munity of south raves County,
employed by the cooperative as
a meter reader in 1977. He was
assumes his new duties as
manager of the West Kentucky
promoted to electrical adviser
Rural Electric Cooperative on
and assistant manager before
being named manager.
Friday. August 1.
Alderdice is married to the
Alderdice succeeds John Ed
former Jan Parham. The couple
Walker. who retires on that day
has two-children. Kevin. 14. and
after managing the co-op for
Ginger 9.
more than 3S years. Walker an.
Alderdice. admitting he has
flounced that he was retiring at
the cooperative's annual
some big shoes to fill, tackles his
meeting held in Calloway Coonnew job with lots of enthusiasm

•

tiff's case had-been presented to
the jury when settlement between the remaining parties was
(t'onf'd from page Si
reached Thursday. accoding to
magistrates
Rick Jones of Murray. who
represented Mrs. Nichols in the
Earlier this week. Judge Edward Johnstone dismissed the
case.
action against the county citing
"We are very happy with the
sovereign immunity for counties
settlement." Jones said today.
and county employees.
He said that because of the com,Johnstone also dismissed the acplexity of the case, attorneys for
liinc-filed 'against the estate of— äiFthe parties informally agreed
Joe Bruce Wilson who was counnot to discuss the details of the
ty road supervisor at the Um(
settlement.
However, the estate of Mil
The county had been made a
Hopson, magistrate in the
party to the suit because the
district at the time of the acciplaintiff claimed county road
dent, %( as not released from the
department Workers had -persuit_ Hopson's estate was also
formed maintenance work on
being sued in his individual
the private bridge on more than
capacity.
one occassion.
According to attorneys in the
The lawsuit claimed
case, a settlement between the
negligence in the construction
Hopson estate and Mrs. Nichols
and the maintenance of the
was mashed prior to the beginnbridge resulted in Nichol's
ing of the trial Thursday.
delivery truck falling through.
About one-half of the plaincausing his death.

suit...

Baker...
it

'eau'd from page 1)

•avrwishful script to cloud over
and _ masquerade the failures
that are going to be judged in the
19s6 I elections
Rep. Guy- Vander Jagt of
Michigan, chairman of the
Republican Congressional Campaign Committee, filed legislation Tuesday to repeal the tIA-O.term limit. whirji became part
of the Constitution in 1951. Repeal would require a twothirds vote by the House and
Senate and then approval by

•

three-fourths of the states.
.Asked whether he opposed the
concept of repealing the limit.
Kirk said. "No."
The amendment was adopted
as a reaction to the four terms to
which Democrat Franklin D.
Roosevelt • was elected in the
1930s and 1440s. .
"I suppose the reason we
Republicans were so hot about
the 22nd Amendment is our
fathers taught us to hate
Franklin Roosevelt." Baker
said.
He added. "It was not a good
amendment then ... and it isn't a
good amendment now."

Fancy Farm...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Forgy of Lexington and five
Democrats: Lt, Gov. Steve
Beshear, Lexington
businessman Wallace Wilkinson. Hindman physician Grady
Stumbo. state Sen. Joe Prather
of Vine Grove and former Gov.
'Julian Carroll.
Former Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. said Monday he would not attend because of his recuperation
from hipereplacement surgery.
Two apparently minor candidates — Ann Moore of
Paducah and Ronald McCord of
Frankfort — stated their intentions to run for governor and
their requests for places among
the speakers were granted.
Elliott said.
Other speakers will include
four Democratic contenders for
lieutenant governor: Attorney
General David Armstrong,
Woodford County horseman
Brereton C. Jones. Pike County
Judge-Executive Paul Patton
and Agriculture Commissioner
David Boswell.
A fifth Democrat. Superintendent of Public Instruction Alice
McDonald, had not responded to
the invitation as of Monday.
Elliott said.
As is customary, Gov. Martha
Layne Collins will speak first.
Rounding out the speakers will
be Republican U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell and U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard. a Democrat from
Mayfield whose district includes
Fancy Farm.

Mirrray Ledger 8c Times

Hot Off The Press!
Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only

PADD schedules
August meetings
The Purchase Area Development District has scheduled
committee meetings for the
month of August They are as
follows: •
August 6. 9:30 a.m. — Aging
Committee: August 18, 5 p.m. —
Purchase ADD Board of Directors: August 22, 9 a.m. — Commodity Subcommittee.
All meetings will be held at the
Purchase Area Development
District offices. U.S. Highway 45
North. Mayfield.
The public is invited to attend
the meetings.

Ford opposes
trade agreement
with South AfriCa

Death row
Two charged
inmates not
by officials
ones shouting following
at Gov. Collins shooting
FRANKFO

RT, Ky. (AP)—
The warden of the Kentucky
State Penitentiary disputed
news reports that Death Row inmates joined in shouting
obscenities at Gov. Martha
Layne Collins.
Gene Scroggy, through
spokesman Dan Huck at the Corrections Cabinet in Frankfort,
said Death Row inmates are
among the best behaved at the
maximum -security prison in
Eddyville.

Huck said Scroggy believed
the shouting heard by Collins
during a tour of the prison
Wednesday came from the three
WASHINGTON IAP) — U.S.
levels of cells above Death Row,
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.. has
which is on the ground floor of
written to President Reagan in
, the four-story Cellhouse No. 6.
opposition to a trade agreement
News reports said Death Row
that would allow South Africa to
inmates
had joined in the
increase by 4 percent the textile
shouting. Collins said before
imports entering the United
leaving the prison that she
States.
thought much of the noise came
Ford wrote that -he hoped
from
Death Row.
Reagan would oppose the
negotiated increases, his office
Collins was not available for
said in a news release Thursday. further comment Thursday,
"Laying aside the issue of
said her press secretary, Barwhether or not we should be
bara Hadley Smith.
negotiating at all with South
Africa, it is clear that the textile
and apparel industry of the
United States cannot withstand
agreements such as this," he
said.
The letter said that 30,000 Kentuckians work in the textile and
apparel industry and that
250,000 Americans in that inFRANKFORT. Ky.(API — A
dustry have lost jobs since 1980.
task force created to study the
condition of Kentucky's insurance industry met for the
first time Thursday, with no indicatiif that its work would be
done in time for a special
legislative session this year.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
"We're not going to go for
program to help Kentucky's
quick fixes. We're going to go for
poor obtain home heating paid
long-term solutions." said
$20.5 million to 161,000 families
Stephen Wilborn. executive
last winter, according to the
director- of the .Kentucky InCabinet for Human Resources.
surance and Liability Task
The average payment during
Force.
the Home Energy Assistance
Program was $127.80. a news
The 1986 General Assembly
release said.
mandated the task force by
The Department for Social In- resolution and gave it until Dec.
surance approved 118,360 ap- I, 1987 to report to the legislative
plications in two segments of the leadership.
program for the elderly and
Brenda Trolin, a senior
other low-income households analyst for the National
Confrom October through ference of State Legislatur
es,
December. the release said.
told the 26-member group that
The department also approvz--- availability and alfadablIi
ly
ed 43.454 families for assistance are widespread problems
in
during the "crisis" portion of nearly all lines of insurance.
the program from January
She also cautioned against exthrough April, the release said.
pecting quick results from new
It was an increase of 30.000 ap- legislation, For example,
she
plications and $1.1 million over said, tort legislation generally
final figures for the program in
has little or no effect for about
the winter of 1984-85, the release five years because of the slowsaid.
moving legal system.

Task force
on insurance
has meeting

Heat assistance
program pays
$20.5, million

Murray police have filed
charges against two individuals
Involved in a fight early this
morning that ended when one of
them allegedly shot the other
with a shotgun.
Bobby Rutledge. 36, of Pine
Street, was listed in stable but
guarded condition at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital
today.
Augusta Williams Jr., 56. of
First Street, who had been taken
to Calloway County Jail and
charged with wanton endangerment following the 1:10 a.m. incident, was released from
custody on a $10,000 surety bond
this morning.
Rutledge was hit in the lower
back and arm by a single shot
from a shotgun, according to
police reports.
Murray Police Detective
Charles Peeler reconstructed
the incident as follows:
Williams and a friend, Darcus
Jones, were sitting on Williams'
front porch sometime after midnight when they heard what they
thought were rocks hitting the
roof of Williams' house and his
car.
Williams saw Rutledge standing outside a private club
Rutledge manages which is
located next door Ur the
Williams' residence. According
to the statement from Jones,
Williams shouted at "whoever is
throwing the rocks" to quit.
A few minutes later. Rutledge
approached the pair and after
an exchange of words, a fight
allegedly began between
Rutledge and Williams.
Williams said he was afraid
Rutledge was going to choke
him but he "managed to get
away from him and get into the
house."
Williams told police officers
he returned to the porch and
fired one shot from a 12-gauge
shotgun at Rutledge.
In the meantime, police had
been notified of the altercation
and were on the scene within
minutes.
A warrant charging Rutledge
with fourth degree, assault was
filed by officials this morining.

Shoe Shack sale
items are listed
The Shoe Shack, located in the
rnt-pir -P
was
advertently left out of the article
in the sidewalk sale section of
Wednesday's Murray Ledger
and Times.
The Shoe Shack will feature
summer shoes at $5.88, $9.88 and
$13.88 as well as summer purses
at $5.88. A basket of shoes will be
on sale for $1 and $2 also.
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PERSPECTIVE
Congratulations,Mike Ruccio,
Junior Olympics champion
Congratulations are extended to 13-year-old
Mike Ruccio, a
freshman at Calloway County High School, who
won the National
AAU Junior Olympics Championship in the high
jump Thursday
afternoon.
Ruccio advanced to the finals of his age brack
et at the University of Cal-Poly in Pomona, California, by winni
ng the district
competition in Paducah, the sub-regional
in New Albany, Ind.,
and the regional in Indianapolis.
Ruccio's winning jump was 60". A Califo
rnia youth also
cleared the bar at 6'0", but the Calloway youth
had recorded less
misses thus affording him the coveted title.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Michael A.
Ruccio, Route 3,
Murray.
The 6'4" youth has been training with his father
Several times
per week preparing for the event.

Murrayi

Royko Says

It is not entirely coincidence that the stock market
took its biggest plunge in
years on the day the Supreme
Court threw out the GrammRudman Balanced Budget
Act. Let's hope Congress gets
the message.
While the tossing out of
Gramm-Rudman certainly
wasn't the only factor in the
sudden market drop, clearly
it was among the negatives
that made many investors
turn pessimistic about the
economic outlook. The business community looks to
Washington principally for
one thing — predictability. It
wants to know with some certainty that Congress will not
spend the nation back into
spiraling inflation and accompanying high interest
rates.

tated. The financial markets
could have the jitters until
something replaces it. As
we've said, giving a line-item
veto to the president is the
next obvious action to take.
It simply is a time for Congress to take a hard look at
the budget process it has operated under for the past 12
years and admit that it isn't
working. There is just no final
locus of accountability so
long as accountability rests
finally with Congress. The
broad national interest, which
is to say, fiscal responsibility,
is not going to get an adequate hearing in Congress,
where parochial concerns are
paramount and pork is
routinely traded for votes.
Only the president represents
that broad constituency, and
until the chief,..executive is
given the tools he needs to enNow, that check on con- sure
a responsible budget, the
gressional profligacy is eine, interests of the nation as
a
and is unlikely to be resusci- whole will get shortchanged.

By Mike Royko

The best way to understand
the LaRouchites — how they
think and operate — is to get
them mad at you.
In that sense, I've been fortunate, because they've been
mad at me for years.
Long before thier fluke victories in the Illinois primary
made them well-known. I was
writing about their sleazy attacks on public figures — labeling certain female politicians as
prostitutes and their husbands
as pimps — and they way they
conned people into giving them
money.
Their response was to
threaten to murder a cat belonging to a reporter who worked for
me. They never followed
through on the threat, possibly
because they discovered that the
cat had not been declawed.
Of course, they are capable of
cat -killing, as they
demonstrated in New Hampshire. where a reporter wrote a
series of articles on their lunacy.
Every day that an article appeared, a dead cat was dropped
on his doorstep.
So, I wasn't surprised when a
group of LaRouchites showed up
in front,of my office building the
other day. No dead cats, this

time, but they were hissing and
chanting and passing out
handbills.
Their chants consisted of
something like: Why hasn't
Royko taken the AIDS test?
What is he hiding?
This has become a standard
part of the LaRouchites' patter.
If a reporter puts a hard question to Mark Fairchild or Janice
Hart — the two non-entities who
won the primaries in Illinois —
they respond by demanding that
he take an AIDS test.
Well.
answer Farichild and
Hart and Sheila Jones, the bestknown of the Chicago branch of
Lyndon LaRouche's followers: I
will be happy to take an AIDS
test.
But I will do it only if the three
of them agree to take a battery
of sanity tests to be administered by a panel of impartial shrinks.
In addition, I would like them
to take a series of financial tests.
It would be interesting to learn
how Hart and other LaRouchites
have managed to survive year
after year without having any
taxable income.
AM' these financial tests
would also include their explaiiiing why they have taken to conn-

ing elderly people — some senile
— into making sizable "loans"
that have never been repaid.
From all over the country.
reports are coming in about
elderly people who mistakenly
believed they were lending
money because the fast-talking
LaRouchites convinced them
America was in danger lit financial collapse, or drug-pushers
were taking over the world, or
the Russians were coming and
the_ LaRouchites were going to
fight them off_
It's now .clear that for years
the LaRouchites have been
operating a multimillion -dollar
con game.
What makes it almost funny is
that most of the victims were
political conservatives . who
didn't have the faintest idea that
their money was being funneled
to Lyndon LaRouche, who was
once a great admirer of Joe
Stalin.
I mentioned that they were
distributing handbills. Unsigned, of course. The LaRouchittes
— like people who make obscene
phone calls — don't like to leave
their names.
The handbills said that I am a
"degenerate drug-pusher." and
challenged me to go to.

while serving with First Marine
. Ten years ago
Division. Camp Pendleton,
Ceremonies to dedicate
Calif.
Sparks Hall, formerly adTwenty years ago
ministration building, at Mur. ray-n-rsity - wi --be-otr--.._ The _Re_v
.
will be ordained to the gospel
Mug. .6. First occupied in 1967.
ministry on Aug. 3 at Hazel
the building will-be officially
named in honor Dr. Harry M. r Methodist Church. Bishop H.E
Finger will be present for the
Sparks who serve almost six
service.
years as MST's fifth president
Prof. William Cherry. a faculbefore his retirement in 1973.
ty member of Agriculture
New doctors at Houston Department. Murray State
McDevitt Clinic. Inc., are Dr.
University. spoke about "Farm
Charles E. Cook, obstetrics and
Safety" at a meetingof Murray
gynecology, and Dr. William R.
Kiwanis Club held at Murray
Wilson. specialist in diagnostic
Woman's Club House,
radiology nuclear medicine and
Ron Acree of Louisville won
vascular radiology.
championship of Murray InvitaKieth Letterman. Rt. 2, Murtional Golf Tournament at Murray, was elected second vice
ray Country Club. Dave Barclay
president of Young Dairymen
of Mayfield was second.
Club of Paducah Division of
Births reported include a boy
Dairymen Ind., at meeting held
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
at Mayfield.
McReynolds on July 28 and a
Marine Lance Cpl. David D.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby MitThorne, Son of Mr. and Mrs.
chell on July 29.
William David Thorne. has been
Thirty years ago
promoted to his present rank
Jimmy Thompson and Larry
Suiter of Murray Training
School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America received
,I9nn McN•unns ti,nd Inc
Leadership Awards at Kentucky
Leadership Training Center at
Hardinsburg. Also attending
were Nick Horton. Robert Bar- •
rett, Jerry Hale, Bobby Meador.
Gegald Cohoon and Walter Lee
Steely, members. and Leroy
Eldridge. advisor, MTS chapter
A . special feature story and
pictures about the Murray Coun try Club, started last year. is
published. About 174 families
are members.
Births reported include a girl
to Capt. and Mrs. William M
Rowlett.
Def\ejiding Champion
Ov.ensb6fo took 1956 Babe Ruth
League Baseball Tournament
Championship back to Western
Kentucky by downing
Louisville's South End Stars 3 to
0. The first part of the state tour
nament was held at Holland
Field. Murray.
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Malaysia. where drug-pusher.
are hanged_
The LaRouehites make
practice of calling those they
dislike drug-pushers. So. this
puts nit' in a rather select crowd.
since they have often af c used
the queen of England of being
head of a world-wide drug ring.
And, of course, they claim that
they are great crusaders againsl
drugs. The' collected a ha ot
money from people who belleted them. until several suburban
police depa it ments stopped
them from conning people in
their communities
In fairness. though. I have tu
concede that they probably
know something' aliout drugs
and the profits that can he made
by _drug-pushers.
After all. Ms Hart recently
had to gel a new lawyer to represent her in. court because her
former lawyer was recently convicted of being part of a giant
national drug-smuggling ring
So. I'll be happy to take a drug
test if Ms_ Hart will explain why
she chose to be represented by a
big-time dope-pusher
One other thing. In their handbill, they used the slogan of the
Fairchild-Hart campaign_ s
The slogan is: "In the Tradition Of\Abraham Lincoln."
Oh, come now Abe Lincoln
may have had -his flaws
Everyone does.
But there's no record of Abe
everbtimping off a,cat

410.

Thoughts
In Season .
by Ken Wolf
How many of you remember
the famous "Desiderata- — the
prose poem written in the 1920s
but said to have been "found in
Old Saint Paul's Churc
h.
Baltimore: dated 1692 " Wefound out later that the churc
h
itself. not "Desiderata," was
dated 1692.
Oh, well — it is still a piece of
modern wisdom literature, even
if not sanctified by the passage of
several centuries.
And this passage from
"Desiderata" may be the best
part:
Take kindly the counsel of
the years, gracefully surrendering the things of
youth. Nurture strength of
spirit to shield you in sudden misfortune. But do not
distress yourself with imaginings. Many fears are
born of fatigue & loneliness.
Bey ond
a
wholesome
discipline, be gentle with
yourself.

Looking Back

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Ledger & Times

LaRouchites test positive for fleecing

What's congress'next signal?
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Commentary:

It's your turn ... name this column
Since this column began appearing on a regula
r basis, some
regular readers have asked: "Why don't
you have a name for
it"''
Frankly, I have enough trouble some weeks
trying to dream
up something to say on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. My
mind won't allow overtaxing by trying to dream
up some catchy name or phrase to use as a regular
heading.
That's where you come in. Down below I'm
going to tell you
about a contest that will allow a column head
to be picked from
entries submitted by readers. But first, a little
background on
column titles to get your gray matter in
gear.

Jack Anderson's got Washington Merry Go Round locke
d up.
I don't think Murray Merry Go Round would have
nearly as
much significance, anyway.
All types of headings have been used for several years
in
community newspapers. Names such as Chatter. Ma
Mac's
Morsels, Around Town and Editor's Desk (or Corner,
or Column) have been used, and in some cases abused, by
many
authors for years.
For about thirty years. beginning in the early 1950s,
regular
staples for local readers were Seen and Heard Aroun
d Murray
by Jim Williams in this newspaper and Report to the
People,
by Kerby Jennings in the now defunct Murray Democ
rat.
Our publisher, Walt Apperson. when he was editor
of the
Mayfield Messenger and had more time for such things
, wrote
under the heading Walt's Wanderings.
SGisee other column headings familiar to local reade
rs —
Garrott's Galley. (by M.C. Garrott) and Rainey's
Day (by
Rainey Appervon) — also flow freely from the lips.
Observations by Lochie Hart (who served a stint as
editor of
this newspaper) are just that ... observations.
Some column headings suggest a point of view. S. C.
Van
Curon's Agree or Not is one of these. Others I have seen
include From the Crow's Nest and Getting Out on a Limb.
A former news editor at a Tennessee newspaper
I have read
frequently wrote under the heading. From Where
I Sit. Most of
-the time he stayed out of trouble. Sometimes, after settin
g type
on one of his columns that appeared to have been
written from
left field, some of the guys in the back shop of the newspaper
would be tempted to add a consonant to the last wcird of
his
title.
Other column headings indicate the casual nature
of their
contents: Huntin' and Peckin' and Simple Stuff are.e
xamples
Then there are those that suggest a literary tone such
as
Musings while others contain a built-in apology,
such as You
Might Doubt It.

What I'm getting at, as promised above
, is offering the
chance to any of you readers, regular
or not, to give me suggestions for a column name.
If you've got an idea, jot it down on the
back of a postcard
and send it to me here at the newsp
aper. If you want to pay
the postage for an envelope, go ahead
. It won't mean automatic
rejection).
Be sure and include your name, addre
ss, age t if you'll tell
the truth, otherwise just say over 30)
and phone number. I'll
need all that info to be able to notify
the lucky winner.
All entries will be turned over to a pre
-selected committee of
journalistic whizzes and judged accor
ding a predetermined battery of qualifications.
(Don't ask me for the rules. They were
sealed in a
biodegradable sandwich bag and thrown
under a bulldozer at
the intersection of 12th and Chestnut the
other day
Now, for those of you wondering what
the prize will be. here
goes:
It will not be a one-way trip to Almo in
the backseat of a
Volkswagen Beetle. A former staffer offere
d that a few years
ago and had so many people scrambling
to win, his desk was
covered with postcards for months.
I thought about letting the winner serve
as the official
reporter for a meeting of the city counci
l or fiscal court. But I
was afraid he or she might become
so excited about local
government and would want to contin
ue on a regular basis that
I'd be out of a job.
Then I considered the old standbys
A free steak dinner for
two or on a larger scale, a new
color television.
' But, with the current trend
toward cutting back on consuming red meat and studies that
indicate tv is ruining the thinking
processes of our minds. I khew no
one would really want either
of those prizes. either.
So, what it comes down to is this:
The winner of the column headi
ng contest,-as selected by the
unbiased committee aforementioned,
will have his or her
choice of the following: •
A slab or two of country ribs (enou
gh to feed three to four
hungry folks) slow-cooked by yours truly
using time-tested and
appetite-proven techniques, or .
-Your choice from my personaHibrary
bf of worn out Travis
McGee paperbacks. Available as an
alternate will be two
tickets to the June 26. 1986 Jimmy-Buff
ett concert at Mod
Island in Memphis.
P.S. — Anyone who enters Gene's Gems
will be automatically disqualified.
- GENE McCUTeHX
ON
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Universe You Don't Go Alone
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A Duck in big trouble.
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ENDS SOON
DON'T MISS IT

RODN EY
DANGERFIELD

The U.S. Census Bureau reports that 12.7
million women live alone. Their median age is
65.5 years, and a qubstet of them are age 75 or
over. Nearly'8 million men live alone, with the
median age at 41.1 years. Sihce 1980, the number
of singles under 25 who live alone has dropped by

cDe

By Abigail

402,000, as high living costs force them to stay at
home with parents.

Van Buren

2ND SCARY
WEEK
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8 Oz. Sirloin Tips
Includes choice of mushroom
gravy or green peppers & onions,
choice of potato, tossed salad
& French bread.

$395

Thurs . Fri & Sat July 31st-Aug 2nd

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS

NOTHING THIS EVIL EVER DIES.

$425 •Every Thurs , Fri

4% Sat Evening

Homeplace Family Restaurant
.
111 or
it

1906 Coldwater Rd.,

759-1864
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Pizza inn*
DEUVERS IT ALL
753 0900
Olympic Plaza

an' me still have a thing goin,' ya
know - like wow!"
"Ain't this graduation a blast?
Really awesome - and I mean it.
Everyone got their diplomas."
Abby, what language are these
graduates speaking? Where did
they learn it? In their English

classes? From their peers? But who
are these peers who have matriculated in several years of training in
grammar and still can't speak
intelligently enough to be accepted
for more than the most menial job?
PERSNICKETY

•

ll

nitro

DWI IND....

on

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS ATERROR INC PRODUCTION
FRIDAYTHE 1 3TH PART VI JASON LIVES MUSIC BY HARRY MANFREDINI
SONGS BY ALICE COOPER PRODUCED BY DON BEHRNS
• ••.•
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY Tom MCLOUGHLIN
.....,..c:... :...
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE ''"'"'' -''''' '
R

DEAR ABBY: Last week I attended my granddaughter's high
school graduation and had the
dubious pleasure of overhearing a
conversation between a gaggle of
graduates. The conversation went
like this:
"Hey, Amy, stand over by the
lilac bush so's I can get your pitcher.
And for gawd's sake, get that cap
tassel out of your eyes! The sucker
don't add nothin' to your beauty,
you know."
"I seen Kevin and I told him he
done real good in his salitory
speech, and he - you know blushed bright red an' an' - you
know - acted like the wimp he is."
"Lisa asked me if! was invited to
Joe's party an' I go,'Sure, why not?'
an' she goes, 'Well, I thought him
an' you split,' an'I go,'No way!Him

3

Good•nn Eatin. Pickup or Delivery
Expire
ugthd 7, 19/411
I
•\,,,t \ ,i11,1 111th Any Other Coupon Offer
..,,..

F:xpires Augu..1 7. 1984
Not Valid With Any Other (7oupon Offer

Graduates Speak in Tongue
Foreign to Grandma's Ears

DEAR PERSNICKETY: The
graduates are speaking English, as they learned it from
their peers. It was not taught in
the classroom - but it was
tolerated there. My heart goes
out to the young people. Their
manner of speaking is not necessarily a fair evaluation of
their intelligence. It is more a
reflection on an educational
system that failed, and on a
society that doesn't care. .
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Marsha Turner and
Marty Alexander to 11131TV

6-•

"They're back" Fri; 131
1

Couple plans for August wedding

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Hoover of Owensboro
announce the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Miss
Marsha Turner, to Marty Alexander. son of Ted
Mrs. Susan Fisher Alexander of Kirksey
and baby boy. 703 Vine and Mrs. Lynn Holt of
St_. Murray; Mrs. Benton.
Miss Turner is the
Kimberly Elliott. 1402
granddaughter of Mr.
1)iuguid 1)r.. Murray;
Mrs. Stacie Requarth and Mrs. Bert Garland
and baby boy, 102 of Kirksey and of Mr.
Riviera Cts.. Murray; and Mrs. Quinton
-William Lancaster. 105 Turner of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the
Terrace Dr.. Mayfield;
Mrs. Robin Collins owner and operator of
and baby girl. Rt.. 8. Marsha's Mane AttracPaducah Road. tion in Benton.
Mr. Alexander is the
Mayfield; Mrs. Beverly
grandson of Mrs. Eva
Dublin. Rt. 1, Sedalia;
ps-.-Vffiftt-Swager7- 4%1PxandPr of Kirk sizy-Rt. 2, Box 147. Murray; and of Mrs. Hazel Cope
Jimmy Bolen, 415 South of Benton:
The groom-elect is
Eighth St.. Murray;
Terry Edwards. 1414 self-employed in
E Stadium View Dr.. Benton.
Both Miss Turner and
Murray; Mrs. Margaet
Lee, Rt.. 1, Box 18A. Mr. Alexander are
formerly of. Calloway
Boaz;
Robert Elans. 1607 County.
The wedding vows
Kirkwood, Murray;
Mrs. Mildred Marshall, will be exchanged on
Rt. 2. Box 130A. Saturday. Aug. 16, at 6
p.m. at First Missionary
Buchanan. Tenn.;
Hershel S. Jackson Baptist Church, Benton.
A reception will follow
Sr., Box 43. Clinton;
Miss Brooksie Maddox, the ceremony.
All friends and
Rt. 1. Hazel;
Ross Griffith, 708 Pine relatives are invited to
St.. Benton; Mrs. Ruby attend the wedding and
Denning. Rt. 5, Box 146, the reception.
Murray;
Mrs, Effie France..328
Willow St.. Mayfield;
Cleatis Hopkins. Rt. 3.
Box 273. Clinton,

POLTERGEIST
II
The Other Side

BACIVICHM4,

Mray Ledger & Times

./0 Btu-keen. editor

Dimnip.sak
Miss Kela ('onley, Rt.
3, Box 117A. Murray:
James Cavitt. 404 North
L.P. Miller. Murray:
Mrs. Donna Joyner.
Rt. 2. Box 288. South
Fulton. Tenn.; Russell
Ray. Rt. 2. Box 170.
Benton:

753-3314-24 HR.

I
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DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to "Fixed Income in. Kentucky,"
who complained that physicians
prescribe too many expensive pills
at one time and when they don't
work they have to be thrown away.
One can always ask the pharmacist to have the prescription only
partially filled until the buyer
knows how she (or he) reacts to the
medication.
When I had an adverse reaction to,
a procedure in the dentist's chair,
my dentist wrote a prescription for
15 Valium tablets - my first ever.
He anticipated my need for more for
future visits.
My pharmacist was fully cooperative when I asked him to give me only five tablets. That was six
months ago, and I still have two
left.
C.H. IN OKLAHOMA CITY
DEAR C.H.: You were wise.
Most people hand the prescription to the pharmacist and buy
the amount prescribed.
*•
DEAR ABBY: In my wildest
imaginings,I never thought I would
be writing to Dear Abby, but listen
to this. After attending a 50th high
school reunion, my "first love"
wrote to me telling me the old
feelings had never died. Abby, he
has a marriage of 42 years and I am
a recent widow.
He's written some beautiful letters and I have answered all but the
last one. Now my good friends,
whose judgment I respect, are
s4ing, "No more correspondence
with this old flame!"
So far it's been very exciting but
harmless. What do you-think?
BLONDIE, CLASS OF '35
DEAR BLONWE: With such
smart friends you don't need
any advice from Dear Abby.

7777?)
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Inside Summer Sale

.15

Friday, August 1st and
Saturday August 2nd!

.11

. Geite-90.16
Flowers, Giftsr& Bridal Registry
704 S. 4th

*753-4320
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-Coming community events are announced
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Miller and Reeder vows solemnized

tipturday. Aug.2
Sunday. Aug.3
Monday. Aug.4
Events in Land Bet- Attracting Wildlife to
Public Library is now in
ween the Lakes will in- your Home at 3 p.m. at
progress.
Miss Sonya Jeanette
clude Skywalk at 11 Woodlands Nature
Miller and Robert Jef————
a.m. and 2 p.m. and Center: Skywalk at 11
Tennis Camp for frey Reeder were marWest Kentucky. a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Grades 9 to 12 will begin ried Friday. June 27. at
Amateur Astronomers Golden Pond Visitor
at 8:30 a.m. at Calloway 5 p.m. at Waterville
at 8 p.m. at Golden Pond Center; Drying Fruits
County
•, High Scoot 13aptist Church.
Visitor Center; Summer and Vegetables at 2 p.m.
Courts. For information Cleveland, Tenn.
Fishing and Smoking at Empire Farm
call 759-1484, 753-8682 or
The bride is the
Fish at 12:30 p.m., 1.131.
————
753-3033.
daughter of Mr. and
•
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m.,
A Kentucky historical
Mrs. I•Award Miller of
————
•
Stream Stroll at 2:30 roadside
marker
AA and Al-Anon will Cohutta, Ga.
p.m. and Nighttime honored Drury
Bridges have closed meetings at
She is the grandDiscovery Walk at 8:30 will be dedicat
ed at 3:30 8 p.m. at First Christian daughter of Mrs. Anna
p.m. at Woodlands p.m. at area eight
miles Church, Benton. For in- Lee Miller and the late.
Nature Center:. Drying south of Cadiz.
follow formation call 753-0001, Ma•rk R. Miller of Collinat 1 p.m. at Empire Kentucky 2062 south 762-3399. 753-776
4 or ta. Ga.. and of Mr. and
Farm; Iron Industry at from U.S. 68 to Maple 753-7663.
Ntrs. Ennis Humberd
10:30 a.m. and 1:30p.m. Grove community
Cleveland, Tenn.
————
at The Homeplace-1850.
————
'S in g Out. KenThe groom is the son
————
Retirement reception tucky !'' will be of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Temple Hill Lodge in honor of John
Edd presented at 8 p.m. at 'Reeder of Cleveland.
No. 276 Free and Ac- Walker will be from
2 to Kentucky Dam State Tenn., formerly of
cepted Masons will 5 p.m. at West Kentuc
Murray.
ky Resort Park.
observe Past Masters Rural Elect
He is the grandson. of
-ric
"Inherit the Wind" Night with potluck sup- Coopera
Mui*ray-Calloway Mr. and Mrs. Shannon
tive Corp., 1218
will be presented by per at 6:30 p.m. and West
Broadway. Camera Club will meet Ellis and of Mr. and
Community Theatre at 8 meeting at 7:30 p.m. at Mayfiel
at 7 p.m. in annex .of Mrs. Glen Reeder, all of
d.
p.m. in Playhouse in lodge hall.
Calloway Public Murray.
————
Murray-Calloway Colin:
————
Amvets Pot 45 at Library.
The Rev. Roger
ty Park.
Sunday. Aug.3
Paris Landing will meet
Hobbs officiated at the
—— —
————
. Mr. and Mrs. Rudy at 2 p.m. at the post. /V
Kentucky Barkley double ring ceremony
-5.444g 0u4. Ken -Lee MCDOugaf wilt 'b
potluckmeat will be
ws n
-Music was presented
Gals are
tucky!'.' will be honored on 60th wedding served.
scheduled to meet at 7 by Linda Stephens.
presented .at 8 p.m. at anniversary with an
p.m. at Golden Corral pianist. Reba Davis.
————
Kenlake State Resort open house at home of
Restaurant.
organist. and Sue
Monday, Aug.4
Park.
Bill and Joe Eva
Wheeler and Tim Ed————
Calloway Retired
————
McDougal, 1005 Payne Teachers Association
Executive at3oard of wards. vocalists.
Square and round St.. Murray. from 1 to 5
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club - Mrs. Rhonda Coker of
dancing with music by p.m. The family reEllis Community will meet at 11:30 a.m. Dalton. Ga., served as
Sharecropper Band will quests that guests not
at club house.
matron of honor.
Center.
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m. bring gifts.
————
Bridesmaids were
————
at Lynn Grove Roller
————
Murray Lodge No. 105 Misty Humber(' of
District 17 Unit 1 of
Rink.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Licensed Practical Free and Accepted Cleveland. Tenn.. and
————
Moody will have open Nurses will meet at 7 Masons will meet at 7:30 Gaynelle Miller of
Alford Chapter No. house in celebration
Dalton, Ga.
of p.m. at The Boston Tea p.m. at lodge hall.
445 Order of Eastern 40th wedding anniver
————
- Party. Holiday Inn.
Jennifer Humherd of
Star will meet at 7:30 sary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas Cleveland, _Tenn., was
—
—
—
—
p.m. at lodge hall at home. 1613 Oak Hill Dr.,
Aurora Ministerial Centers will be open flower girl.
Aurora.
Murray. The family re- Alliance will meet at 9 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Randy Dilbeck of
———
quests that guests not a.m. at Holiday for activities by senior Decatur, Tenn.. serviql followed the ceremony
employed by Red Food
The groom's parents.
Lakes bring gifts.
citizens.
as best man.
Restaurant, Aurora.
at the church.
Storrs
Coonhunters Club will
Mr.
and Mrs. Chester
————
Groomsmen were
.
————
Serving .w e r
h
g ?'() urli
s a Reeder, entertained
have an open event at
Men of Memorial BapParent
Stephe
s
Anonymous
n Miller and Scot Charlotte Goode. graduate of Murray
Special hair style
8:30 p.m. at the club.
with a rehearsal dinner
tist Church will meet for show, sponsored by Chapter will meet at 6 Miller of Coh.utta, Ga.. Charlotte Ensley and
High School_ He is held in their -home at
— ———
breakfast at 8 a.m. at Mayfield Affiliate 26. p.m. For information brothers of the bride.
Cathy Gallman.
eniploy.id by ;Johnston Cleveland, Tenn. They
Amvets Post 45 at Homeplace Family will be from
Raniey Thompson of
Stacy Hobbs attended Coca Cola Bottlers.
4 to 5 p.m. call 762-6862 or 762-6851.
were assisted in s'erving
Paris Landing will have Restaurant.
- ——
Cleveland,. Tenn., was the bride's book.
at Holiday Ann.
The ne\v.Mr and Mrs. by tge groom's matera (lance at the post.
————
Cornelia Erwin Circle ring bearer.
_
Mayfield.
The brid'e is a Reeder now re residinL _m!l, grandparents. Mr.
— ———
Men of South Pleasant
of South Pleasant Grove
A reception. hosted by-- graduate- of N.W. Whit- on Rt. 6,
Box 429, and Mrs. Shannon Ellis
Grove United Methodist
Saturday. Aug.2
Registration for fall United Methodist the bride's parents., field High School. She is Cleveland. Tenn.
of Murray..
•
Pittman family reu- Church will meet for story hours at Calloway
(Cont'd on page6)
nion will be. at Faini• 'breakfast at 8 a.m. at
ington Community
The Boston Tea Party.
Center.
Holiday Inn.
—
—
————
Amvets l'ost 45 at
Baptist Men of First
Paris Landng will have
The Housing Corporation of Delta Omega
The Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club
Baptist Church will
Calloway County Retired Teachers
a dance at the post.
Chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority of
Associawill meet Monday. Aug. 4, at 11:30 a.m. at the
meet at . 8 a.m. in
tion will meet Monday, Aug. 4. at
— ———
1:30 p.m. at
Murray State University will meet Tuesday.
club
house.
Barbar
a
Peiper,
first
vice president,
Ellis Community- Center. Murray
A car wash,sponsored Fellowship Hall of Aug. 5, at 7:30 p.m. in The Boston
Police Chief
urges all board members to attend as important
Tea Party.
Jerry Lee will be the guest speaker.-He
by Murray Band church.
will talk
Holiday Inn. All area alumni of the sorority are
busines
s
matter
s
will
be
discuss
ed.
about "911 Enchancement." All retired
————
Boosters, will be from 9
teachers
invited and urged to attend, a spokesman said.
are invited and urged to attend, a
"Inherit the Wind"
a.m. to 3 p.ni. in parking spokesman
said.
will
be
present
ed
at
8
lot of Sirloin Stockade.
p.m. by Community
South 12th Street.
Group II of Chrittian Women's Fellowship of
Theatre in Playhouse in
First
Christian Church will meet Tuesday. Aug.
Diabetes education clnsses will be' held MonRegistration for fall Murray-Calloway Coun- day.
5, at 2 p.m. in the social hall of the church. Betty
Aug.
4,
from 2 to 4 p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m. in
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant
story hours at Calloway ty Park.
Riley will present the program and Lora Arnold
Grove
ground floor classroom No. 2 at Lourdes
————
United
Methodist Church Women will meet MonPublic Library is now in
will
give
the
devotio
n.
All
membe
rs
and
inHospita
l.
Paducah. The topics will be definition
day. Aug. 4, at 7:30 p.m. at the church
National Museum of
progress.
terested women are invited to attend.
with
Boy Scouts of America. of diabetes, complications and preventive
Clovis Brown and Imogene Pascha
— ———
ll as
manage
ment. Classes are open to anyone who
hostesses. Mrs. Harold Speight of First
Couples Bridge. with on Murray State UniverUnited
has diabetes and their family members. Persons
Methodist Church will be the guest speake
Ca rmOn and Crystal sity campus will be open
r, acare asked to call the nursing education office at
cording to the program leaders, France
I'arks as hosts will be at from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
s Erwin
Mr.
and
1-444-2
Mrs.
128
to
make
Mark
an
appoin
"The
Reinha
tment
rdt
for
and
Unknow
class.
of Murray are
Nell Dotson
n Scout"
7 30 p.m. at Oaks Counthe parents of a daughter, Hannah
will be presented at 11
Ruth,
try Club.
weighing nine pounds four ounces, born
a.m. and 2 p.m.
on Mon————
day. July 7, at Western Baptist
—
—
—
—
Hospital.
Murray Single ConA retirement reception honoring John Edd
Paducah. They have one son. Caleb, 4.
Men's and Ladies'
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
and
nection will meet at 6
Walker. general manager, who is retiring after
another daughter. Corrie, 2,
Fun
Golf
Tourna
Masons
ment
will
observ
e
Past
Masters Night on
p.m. at Golden Corral
41 years of service with West Kentucky Rural
for dinner and then will will start at 1 p.m. at Saturday. Aug. 2, at the lodge hall on Highway
Electric Cooperative Corporation, will be SunOaks
Countr
y
Club.
464,
east
Almo.
of
A potluck meal will be served
go to Murray-Calloway
day.
Aug. 3. from 2 to 5 p.m. at RECC office at
————
at 6:30 p.m. and the meeting will start at 7:30
County Park to play cro1218 West Broadway. Mayfield. All friends and
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Brandon. Rt, 4, Murray
p.m.
Robert
Jourde
Purye
,
n,
master
ar
the
of
Baptist
lodge, in:' are the parents
quet. For information
former associates of Mr. Walker are invited, a
of a daughter, Emily Christine,
call Dick at 436-2174. Church will have its vites all Master Masons to attend.
spokesman said.
weighing eight pounds four ounces, measur
ing
Homeco
20
ming
1986.
Martha at 759-494() or
inches, born on Saturday. June 21, at Murray
————
I Arida at 753-9414.
Calloway County Hospital. The mother,
Guthri
the
e
and
Jetton.
————
former Camilla Cooley, is on leave from Urolog
y
fiance is scheduled Reunion will start at 11
Associates. Grandparents are Mr. and
Murray Single Connection will meet Saturd
a.m.
Mrs.
at
Hazel
Commun
ay.
from 8 p.m. to midnight
iJames E. Brandon. Rt. 5, Murray. Paul
Aug. 2, at 6 p.m. for dinner at Golden Corral
E.
at Murray Moose ty Center. A basket dinCooley, Martin, Tenn.. and Mr. and Mrs. Damon
Restaur
ant.
Later
the
group
ner
will
will
be
go
served.
to
MurrayFor
Lodge. This is for
S. Moore. Quail Creek Drive, Murray.
Greatinformation call Calloway County Park to play croquet. For more
members only.
_
grandparents are Mrs. Fannie Mae Edward
information call Dick at 436-2174. Martha
492-843
s
9.
at
————
and
the
759-494
late
0
Gene
or
Edward
Linda
s,
at
South
753-941
Fulton, Tenn.,
4.
C.reu
, f.1 artV
————
National Museum of
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Colley,
Union
AA will have a closed
Boy Scouts of America
City. Tenn.
on Murray State 1.7niver- Meeting at 4 p.m. at
Ameri
can
Legio
Bring the family out this Sunday
n
sity campus will be
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m, Building, South Sixth
for our Patriot's Buffet from
MM1 (S.S.) and Mrs. Harold W. Valentine of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edward Requarth,
"The Unknown Scout" and Manic. Streets. For
Great
Lakes,
Ill.,
are the parents of a son.
Riviera Courts, Murray. are the parents of a son,
11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. Serving:
will be presented at 11 information call
Grayson Edward, weighing seven pounds 1342
753-0061, 762-3399 or Joshua Harold (Josh), weighing seven pounds
a.m. and 2 p.m.
111A ounces, born on Thursday. July 17. at Naval
ounces, measuring 20142 inches, born on Monday.
753-7764.
'Southern Fried Chicken
————
Regional Medical Center, Great Lakes. The
July 28. at 3:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
'Baked
"Inherit the Wind"
Virginia Ham
————
mother is the former Kimberly Ann Stech.
Hospital. The mother is the former Staci Gray.
will be presented at 8
*Scalloped Potatoes
Events in Land Bet- Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth H.
Grandparents are Mrs. Anna Requarth, Gerry
p.m. by Community ween the Lakes will in*Green Peas & Carrots
Valentine of Buchanan, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Requarth and Dr. and Mrs. Richard C. Gray, all
Theatre at Playhouse in clude Iron Industry at
*Turnip
Greens
Eric N. Stech of Mt. Pleasant, S.C. Greatof Murray /Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Murray-Calloway Coun- 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
'Baked
Pineapp
grandparents are Mrs. Bernice Valentine and
le
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts. Murray, Frank Requarth.
ty Park.
and Butter Churning at the late L.T.
*Whol
e
Kernel
Corn
Valenti
Advanc
ne
e,
Mo.,
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Paul
Maggie
Lockha
rt,
L.
Harahan.
————
2 p.m. at The Adams and the
*Lima Beans
late R.R. Adams, all of Puryear.
La.. Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Gray. Apache
"Sing Out. Ken - Homeplace-1850; I.B1,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Stech of Missouri and
*Tosse
d Salad with Homemade Dressing
Junctio
n,
Ariz..
and
Mr.
and
Mrs. Erhest
toe k y!" will be Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Dickens of Louisville.
*Cucumbers & Onions
(ladberry. Mesa, Ariz.
presented at 8 p.m. at
*Indonesian Rice Salad
Lake Barkley
tate
*Sliced Homegrown Tomatoes
Resort Park.
*Creamy Cole Slaw
— ———
August Tanning Special
Watermelon Bust for
*Cinnamon Applesauce
Memorial Baptist
*Marinated Caul4lower
1 Tanning Session
Church at 5:304)ra
*Homemade RoBs —
M urray -Ca I Iow ay Conn r3 Tanning Sessions
*Homemade Peach or Apple Cobblers
t y Park has been
$3.30 imiits 32.30
5 Tanning Sessions
cancelled...
————
Call 753-8477
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion.
Evangelist — Rev. Aaron Dowsly
Diners Club/Cart Blanche
South Sixth
U.S. 641 South—Murray
Pastor — Rev. Calvin Clark
and Maple Streets.
901,Cold.watter Road
753.0910
•
r
Friday. Aug. 1
Vern Gosdln will perform at. Kenlake Music
Hall, Aurora, at 8 p.m.
Also featured will be
Kentucky Connection.
————
Twilight golf will start
at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks
country Club.
————
Twilight golf will start
at 5:30 p.m. at Murray
Country Club.
————
Games are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended.
Mayfield.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jeffrey Reeder

DATEBOOK

Sorority group to meet

Classes are.Khedukd.

MWC Board will meet

Teachers to hear Lee

CWF Group will meet

Circle plans meeting

Hannah Reinhardt horn

Temple Hill plans event'

Walker will be honored

Emily C. Brandon horn

Singles to meet Saturday

Josh Valentine born

REVIVAL
Goshen United
Methodist Church

Highway 1.21, Stella, Ky.
August 3-August 8 -- 7 p.m.

„,....,
4.
-- .st-- .

Gral-son Requarth horn

$2.99
$7.99
$12.99

a

Boston Tea Party
m Holiday Inn
ma.

The Tropics

•

753-1851

Pit 1 imports Sidewalk Sale Friday & Saturday
wawa.

B
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Sat"g0
V"I,
JEWELERS
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

DIAMOND SOLITAIRES

Various churches in
county and city have
released information
concerning their services on Sunday. Aug. 3.
to the Murray Ledger &
Times as follows:
---Lynn Grove
The Rev. Calvin
Clark, pastor, will speak
at 9:45 a.m. worship service at Lynn Grove
United Methodist
Church. Fay Nell Kelso
will be pianist and Judy
Kelso. organist..Church
School will follow at
10:45 a.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George
Culp. pastor, will speak
about "We Are Light"
with scripture from
Ephesians 5:7-14 at 11
a.m. service and about
"A Model Church" with
scripture from Acts
2:42-47 at 6 p.m. service
at Coldwater Baptist
Church. Bobby Manning
will direct the music
with Marge West,
pianist, and Jennifer
Culp. organist. Sunday
School will start at 10
a.m.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr.
pastor, will speak about

"The Realities of Life" Stickler. Paul Austin.
with scripture from Betty Gore, Bill Koca,
Luke 16:19-31 at 10:50 Don McCord, June
a.m. service and about Vander Molen, Bryan
"Ltrading A Child To Warner, Jo C. Williams.
Christ" with scripture and Frank and Vena
from Matthew 19:14 at 6 Roberts. Sunday School
p.m. service at Westside will start at 9 a.m.
Baptist Church.
First Methodist
Tommy Scott will
The Rev. A. Nowell
'direct the Church Choir Bingham, minister, will
as members sing "He speak about "The
Will Pilot Me" at the Necessity of Convermorning service. Solos sion" with scripture
will be sung by Candi from John 3:1-16 at 8:30
Glass and Sharon and 10:50 a.m. services
Logsdon. Patsy Neale at First United
and Susie Scott will be Methodist Church. Mrs.
accompanists. Sunday Vernon Shown will be
School will start at 10 guest soloist at early
a.m.
service. The Gleaners
First Christian
Sunday School Class
Jan Naile, lay person, will sing the anthem,
will speak about "Living For Jesus." at
"Prayer Changes the later service. Paul
Things" with scripture Shahan will direct the
from Luke 11:1-4 at 10 music with Bea Farrell
a.m. service at First 'as organist.
Christian Churgh..
Church School will
Margaret Boone will start at 9:45 a.m.
sing a solo. "My
Poplar Spring
Shepherd Will Supply • The Rev. Chester P.
My Needs" with Gary Culver, pastor, will conGalloway as organist.
tinue the series on The
Assisting will be Sermon on The Mount,
Melanie Jtoos Dawson. Part 4 of 6, at 11 a.m.
William Hollander, Chip service at Poplar Spring
Richardson, Doug
Baptist Church. He will
Vander Molen, Walt Ap- continue the series on
person, Marilyn
-Great Words of the
Gospel with the word,
Substitution," Part 4 of
11, at 7 p.m. service.
Tal Fannin will direct
the music with Hazel
Brandon as organist and
Carol Kelly as pianist.
Children's Church will
be at 11 a.m., Sunday
School at 10 a.m. and
Church Training at 6

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

DIAMOND CLUSTERS
1/4 Carat*

1/2 Carat*

DIAMOND DINNER RINGS
1/4 Carat*

1 Carat*

1. While prayer ascends. God's mercy
descends.
2. A dew drop does the will of God as much
is a thunderstorm.
3. True love is the desire to be useful to others
without the thought of recompense.
4. When a hian's golf score is below 90. he is
neglecting his business: if above it. he is neglecting his game.
5. An optimist is a man who marries his
secretary-thinking he'll continue to dictate to
her.
6. Caution is when you're afraid: cowardice
is when the other fellow is afraid.
7. A millionaire is a man who leaves his airconditioned home, enters his air-conditioned
car to be driven to his air-conditioned office,
Where he works until he leaves for lunch in an
air-conditioned restaurant, and then at the end
of the day rides in his air-conditioned car to his
air-conditioned club, where he goes into the exercise room for an hour to sweat.

GOSPEL
MEETING
Farmington
Church of Christ

2 Carat*

August 4th-August 10th
Evening Services
7:30 p.m.
Speaker: John Dale

DOORBUSTER
OVER 1 CARAT
GEM WEIGHT
DIAMONDS
& RUBIES
-

CHAINS & BRACELETS
ALL 14k. GOLD CHAINS
& BRACELETS AT LEAST

s75o
EXTRA-SPECIAL
18" TRIPLE
HERRINGBONE

4 WAYS TO PAY
•EZ PAY CHARGES BANK CARD•LAWAWAY“ A 6111

•21tCrtycle-enine
.48" shaft for trimming
*tap cutting head to
advance line

MICHELSONS
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER.
MURRAY. KY.
*TOTAL WEIGHT -ALE WEIGHT APPROXIMATE
.• •
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services

Goshen United
Methodist Church. Dan
Woods will be lay assistant. The Children's
Group, directed by Debbie Woods, will sing a
special. Sunday School
will begin at 10 a.m.
Revival services with
the Rev. Aaron Dowdy
as speaker will start at 7
p.m. Sunday.
South Pleasant
The Rev. Bob Dotson,
pastor, will speak about
"Disciples: 'Indeed!"
with scripture from
John 8:12-32 at 10:45
a.m. service at South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Truman Whitfield will
direct the Choir with
Joan Cooper as organist
and Tommy Gaines as
pianist. Also, assisting
will be Steve Gordon.
James Rogers. Charles
Nesbitt. Gary Cooper,
Annie Lee Cooper. Clara
Treas, Joanne and Emily Mahan. and Mr. and
Mrs. Polk StOry.
Bible study from Acts
6 will be directed by
Rev. Dotson at 6:30 p.m.
The Rev. Layne
Shanklin will be song
leader with Joyce Gordon as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 9:45
a.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. services at
Hazel Baptist Church.
Gene Orr Miller will.
direct the music with
Oneida White as pianist
and Gwyn Key as
First Presbyterian
pianist. Ryker and
The Rev. Thomas Rance Wilson will sing
Schellingerhout, pastor. "Give Them All To
will speak about Jesus" and the Church
"Where Two Is A Choir will sing. "I'd
Crowd" with scripture Rather Have -Jesus" at
from Matthew 18:20 at the morning service.
Sunday School will
lb a.m. service .41..First,.
Presbyterian Church. start at 9:45 a.m: and
Holy Communion will be Church Training'at 5:30
distributed'.
The Choir will be
Elm Grove
.
directed by Daniel
The Rev. David
'Craig with Susan Brasher. pastor, .will
Chamberlain as speak at 11 a.m. and
organist. Church will 6:45 p.m-. services at
Elm Grove Baptist
begin at 9 a.m.
Goshen Methodist
Church. Don Rowlett
The Rev. Calvin will direct the Church
Clark, pastor, will speak Choir as members sing
at 11 a.m. service at "Heaven Came Down
and Glory Filled My
Soul" with Glenda
Rowlett and Teresa
Suiter as *musicians.
(Cont'd from page 5)
Walt Fulkerson and
Jimmy Kelly will be
NIonday, Aug.4
deacons of week. SunChurch Women will
day School will start at
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
10 a.m. and Church
church.
Training and Junior
---Choir will be at 6 p.m.
Betty Sledd Group of
Russell Chapel
First Baptist Church
The Rev. Marvin L.
Women will meet at 6
Napier, pastor, will
p.m. at home of Dr. and
speak about "What Is
Mrs. Greg Earwood.
The Price?" with scrip---ture from II Chronicles
Events in Land Bet7:14-16 and Luke 9:23-26
ween the Lakes will inat 9:45 a.m. service at
clude Birding Basics at
Russell Chapel United
9:30 a.m. and LBL
Methodist Church:
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. at
Church School will start
Woodlands Nature
at 10:45 a.m.
Center: Iron Industry at
Palestine
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
"Our Monunient Has
at The Homeplace-1850:
Been Built" with scripSkywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
ture from Matthew
p.m. at Golden Pond
26:6-13 will be sermon
Visitor Center.
by the Rev. Marvin L.

Events...

Napier. pastor, at 11
a.m. service at
Palestine Uniteld
Methodist Church. He
also will lead the 6 p.m.
service. Church School
will start at 10 a.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. James L.
Simmons, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7
p,m. services at
-Memorial Baptist
Church. He will be
asisted by J.T. Phillips,
deacon of week, and
Charles Bell.
Milton Gresham will
direct the Sanctuary
Choir as members sing
"Lift Up the Lamb" at
the morning hour. Kay
Outland will sing a solo
at evening hour.
Margaret Wilkins and
Brenda Hart are accompanists. Sunday School
will start at 9:40 a.m.
and Church Training at
6 p.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe.
pastor, will speak at
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
services at Grace Baptist Church. Ricky
Smith will direct the
music with Dwane
Jones and Anita Smith
as accompanists. The
Church Choir will sing
"Restore My Soul" at
the morning hour. Sunday School will start at
9:45 a.m.
First Baptist
Dr Greg Earwood,
pastor, will speak about
"God's Risky Adventure" with scripture
from Ephesians 2:11-22
at 10:45 a.m. service
and about "The Diictrine -of the Laity"
. at 7
p.m. service at First
Baptist Church. He will,
be assisted , by R.P.
Hodge, minister of
youth,-:education, and
Dr. _Durwood-__Beatty,
deacon of the week.
Wayne Halley *will
direct the Adult Choir as
members sing -Speak
to My Heart. Lord
Jesus- at morning hour.
He will king a soli) at
evening service. Musi- •
cians will be Joan
Bowker and Allene
Knight. Sunday School
will start at 9:30 a.m.
and Church Training at
6 p.m.
University Church
Robin Wadley.
minister, will speak
about "Invited, But Not
Hungry!" at 8:30 and
10:50 a.m. services at
University Church of
Christ. A Presentation
by Building and Expansion Committee will be
presented at 6 p.m.
service.
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey, Sherrill
Gargus, Danny
Claiborne. Pete
Waldrop. Greg
Delancey. Jeff Dunman.
Gearl Suiter, Randy.
Dunn, Larry Painter,
Tommy Reid, Charles
Bazzell, Rob Gingles,
Keith Hays. Sam
Parker, Greg Smith,
Vernon Butterworth,
Nick Horton, Jesse Hor(e(,nt'd on page 14)
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Armstrong...
(Cont'd from page II
assistants in 1984 and another
call about five months ago, but
that stafhing resulted from the
inquiries.
He added that he has not
heard from Hartigan since the
lawsuit was filed with the high
court, which has sole jurisdiction over boundary disputes between states.
"Maybe he attempted to and I
wasn't available," Armstrong
said. "I didn't get a message
that he'd tried, though."
The boundary question goes
back more than 200 years,
before either state entered the
Union.
Virginia ceded the land that
would become Illinois, Indiana
and Ohio to the U.41. government
in 1784, but retained the land
south and east of the Ohio River,
which later became Kentucky.
In an earlier ruling affecting
only the Ohio and Indiana
borders, the Supreme Court said
Kentucky's border extends to
the low-water mark on the Ohio
River's northern shore as it existed in 1792, the year Kentucky
became a state.
'In the lawsuit filed July 24,
Hartigan asked the court to
define Kentucky's boundary
with Illinois as the 1792 lowwater mark — not the current
shoreline.
Armstrong said Kentucky is
willing to accept the 1792 boundary if Illinois will accept the
U.S. Geological Survey's decision on where that line lies.
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Hay train to roll Saturday to North Carolina
By The Associated Press
More than 100 boxcars full of
donated hay are expected to
depart Kentucky on Saturday.
headed for parched North
Carolina and hungry livestock,
officials said.

donated by CSX Corp. were to
leave Madisonville Thursday
night for Evansville, Ind., then
on to Louisville before dawn
Saturday. CSX spokesman
Harry Snyder said in a news
briefing at the Capitol.

By Thursday afternoon, 61,794
bales had been loaded, said National Guard Capt. Gordon
Nichols, with more to be loaded
.J
loday.
The first group of boxcars

Those cars would be joined
with hay cars. from Bowling
Green and Upton and
transported to Lexington. where
the entire train would be
assembled. Snyder said. It
would include other cars from

Shelbyville and Avon. a small
community in Fayette County
near Lexington, he said.
CSX had pledged to provide
100 boxcars free of charge and
two labor unions — the
Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers and United Transport
Workers — were donating labor.
Snyder said.
Finding more than 100 cars
was proving difficult. Snyder
said. But the company also

agreed to cut by two.thirds its
hay-shipment fees to drought
areas for the next 30 days, he
said.
John Nichols, spokesman for
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, said it was not surprising. but -very inspirational
... to see this outpouring of
generosity by Kentuckv
farmers, who as we all know
have not had the best of years."
But the Kentucky haylift was
admittedly a drop in the bucket.
.John Nichol,
: said :NI one bale of

hay per head of cattle each day
North Carolina econorhists have
estimated full relief would re
quire a trainload of hay every
day for the next five or six month:4- if weather conditions continue, he said
North Carolina Gov. James
Martin on. Thursday sighed a
declaration of emergency for 69
counties and impending
emergency for the state's. other
31 ilitinties .and-bad asked for a
federal disaster declaration.

Open Daily 9 to 9; Sunday 12 to 6

America's Favorite Store

ON SALE SUN., AUG. 3
THRU TUES., AUG. 5
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Your Individual
Horoscope
4'

SUN.
MON.
TUES.
ONLY!

Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, AUGUST 2, 1986
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. Hp
Have the sense to revise a plan if
it's going nowhere. Loose ends at
home base need tying up. Evening
favors going out or entertaining
others.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Putting your cards on the table will
help prevent any future misunderstanding. Keep in touch with family
members.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Watch spending and concentrate
on earning. Income comes through
routine channels. Judgment is best
towards nightfall when you seem
yourself again.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Others may be hard to pin down,
but you know what you want when it
comes to having fun today. You're the
enthusiastic participant.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Some soul-searching gets rid of the
cobwebs. Changes in your life begin
with the self and may involve some
domestic interests.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You're more comfortable today
with people who know where they
stand. Stay away from flaky types.
However, group activities are
favored.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct22)
It's no time for indecisiveness.
Once you make up your mind, you'll
know what to do. Put career thinking
on a more stable foundation.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
If you're getting the run-around
from others, it's time to act on your
own behalf. Your whole-hearted commitment puts you a step ahead.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You may be getting in over your
head regarding a financial matter. Do
further research yourself and solicit
the opinion of an expert.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan 19)
You may be harboring some doubts
about a relationship, but attending a
party together alleviates your misgivings. Others are loyal to you.
AQUARIUS'
(Jan. 20 to Feb.-16)
Work is on your mind and you'll
keep plugging at it until you accomplish what you set out to do. Despite
some early problems, you'll triumph.
PISCES
MOP
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
..11160e
You won't know what you have in
townon with someone Until- tfie
conversation gets around to philosophies of life. Then, you're on equal
ground.
YOU BORN TODAY are proud and
sensitive. Do not let a need for
security keep you from taking a
chance on doing your own thing. You
work well with others and would
make a fine teacher, psychologist and
counselor. Creative fields are your
usual choice of occupation, Though
you can also succeed in banking and
MX head el yotir own- business. Mu.
dance, art, writing and acting are
some of the fields which promise you
a sense of fulfillment. Birthday of
Myrna by, actress`, John Sloan.
painter; and Peter O'Toole, actor.
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EXTRA LONG
OVER•THE-CALF

UBE SOCKS
pair pack

Save
20%-22%

Save
28%

Our 6.27-6.47 Pkg.6 prs. boys'
or men's over-the-calf tube
socks of easy-care fabrics Fit
boys sizes 9-11, men's 10-13

'Our 6.97 Ea."Caprice" twin
full blankets of easy-care polyester with 4" nylon binding.
Choice of attractive colors.

2

For

Sale Price. Famous maker
odd lot yarn •

Pegulor Pnces Moy Vory At Some Stores Doe to local

DOORBUSTER SAVINGS
P RUT OR-SILE\

pie

$5

Each

Save
37%
Our 7.97 Ea. Standardsize sleep pillow with
Dacron'
Hollofil"
polyester fill and cotton/polyester ticking.
• Dv Pont Reg ,A,1

Cost

7.97 YtZ
Loco
A !
et

7

97
Price
After
Rebate

Lightweight steam/dry
Iron with reversible cord.
37 steam vents, corrosionresistant water reservoir.

PIIIIITOR 11IF
Save
9.,
8.77 t
9i 23%
Our 12.97. 8-cup coffee percolator 'eg,
lates brewing

'302 PeOote tirryteo to mtr s

Sale Price. 2-slice
toaster with thermostat,
snap-open crumb tray
:2048

ii
OTNERLEADINGPOWDERS

Sale Price Box. Concentrated laundry detergent
helps clean clothes, remove tough stains. Fresh
scent; in economical 157oz.-net-wt. size.

)
$c Save
01
V For .10 23%
Our 2.18 Ea. Nylon panty hose in misses' sizes
A-B. C-D. or queen size.

3For'1

Sale Price. Single-subject theme book with
70, 10,.2x8 pages

8For$ 1
Sale Price. Portfolios;
choice of 2-pocket or
3-prong types. 8, xli

Aer men von.

A

$5
Cans

2

Sale Price. Peanuts.
Party. Spanish. salted
unsalted dry roast 2 lb*

Save 26%
roe not
n..•,"•
dot tk.‘t •,1 s.
nfl • twot CM*.

Pkgs.
- -Our 2.27 Pkg.4 soft-white
light bulbs. Selection includes 40-W. 60-W, 75-W,
or 100-W Keep extras on
hand for emergencies.
Stock up now and save!

5For$5 ,

01

2
Save
%
Boxes $iii5

Sale Price Degreaser,
cleaner fluid or hand
soap

a

GIFT CERTIFICATES
Atl iplways-welcome gilt that tuffs all
needs and satisfies olLwishes

*5

*10 .*25

•

NB OUR CAYAWAY
For buying ease

WE

offordabillty
saki terCard

VISA

rik.U.Anhir1=37.1ila=i1E2111

.•
•

Our 3.47 Box. 100,.22
long-rifle rimfire cartridges! - • .
IC mart ADVERTISED
MUICHANDISI POLICY

Ou, hnn .ntironr.s to,
ovp *yen, ext.44
,
104440
s.
Our VW.", ,
s440 oern .4 no/ 0‘0,0ble
,
I On 00se"
040C
OSIP due 40 Ora u,*0041140
,
,VOW
,6.....s0.1 act, mop c
Peon CNeck yt ge0ves..c. the ,nievcixintage tone "en- 0,
.'41 to be ou•cbowci
IP060
01:WW.G*40I Ou0
,
.
w4P sale
MCP 4.04(4,4440,Ov0,1000 w* sea vou
.
oc
oboe
cluOttlY •enh
o comoo,ett. reductrm.,Owee

Our 4 97

$1
Save 35% Our 1 54 Pkg 80. 9 paper
plates ore a must tor picnics and parties
Heavyweight construction lot less spills
•••• •••to,
- •

LIVE BAIT

3.33
SO Trash Bags
20-30 gal size
bags
1 5-mil

2.17
2 Dozen
•
Nightcravviers
Large Canadian Night
Crawlers, Islov. Available
0. all lo<dl A.Morts
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Bassin* gals coming to Kentucky Lake
BENTON — There's a not her
long • time
no doubt about it The bassm• gal angler. Freda
bassin' gal named Bur- Jan Adams of Park Hill,
ma
Thomas
of Okla
Rainsville. Ala. is tough
Kentucky Lake is
She's going to tie doubly shaping up for a number
tough and an odds-on of battleground scenes
favorite when the na- on the w-omenrs circuit.
tional Bass'n Gal circuit Not only is the national
hits Kentucky Lake. title ot the
S. InvitaAugUst 18-22. 1986. for the tional up for gratis, the
Burke Bass'n Gal 1 • S
anglerot the yea r race
Invitational
is a coveted title among
It's the final qualifying those who tish thellass'n
round Of the '86 women's e;a1 circuit
circuit, and litirma•s
Then there's the 30
won the title twice before Classic slots open to
— and on the same lake
these women who have
This time arounii it
fished the circuit during
even more important for the past year. And the
Burma is also leading
.S Invitational. while
the Bass'n Gal angler-ot- closing out the 1986
the-year race Follow ing cult. opens the 1987
• lose behfroi her is season.

After the smoke clears
on Kentucky Lake.some
lucky angler will hold the
Burke Bass'n Gal U.S.
Invitational championship title, a skillful one
will hold the .angler-ofthe-year title, 30 anglers
will have earned a slot in
the prestigious. Bass'n
Gal Classic, and one
lucky angler will hold the
title to a Ranger 320V
bass boat, fully rigged
with a 115hp Mercury
engine. Humminbird
electronics. Minn-Kota
trol motor and Ranger
Trail trailer, for she'll
have won it in the
"draw" that will be held
following
the
final
awards presentations at
KentuckY Lake.
Limiting the field to
200 anglers, the C.S. Invitational will pay out
more than $56.500 in cash
merchandise
and
awards. First place prize
which is guaranteed at
all events is a ranger
350V base boat fully rigged with a 150hp XR2 Mercury engine. Minn-Kota
trol motor. Humminbird
electronics.
Ranger
Trail trailer valued at
Si'500.

Cash is guaranteed
through 20th place and is
paid on amount of entries
into event. With a full
field of 200. the awards
extend through 35th
place. In addition to
placement awards, there
is also daily lunker
awards., dash-for-cash
events and big bass of
tournament awards.
Entry fee to this event
is $150 per contender who
is also a member in good
standing of the national
organization. If any
woman desires further
information on membership and the tournaments. they may obtain complete details
from Bass'n Gal, l'OB
13925, Arlington. TX
76013 or by calling•
817-265-6214.
The Burke/Bass'n Gal
U.S. Invitational is open
to all women 16 years of
age or older who are
members of Bass'n Gal.
The tournament will be
held out of Sportsman's
Lodge and Marina on
Kentucky Lake at Benton. Weigh-ins begin at 3
p.m. Thursday and Friday. August 21-22, 1986.

Waterfowl blind
drawings planned

Shay Mitchell and Michael Mohler display the
catfish they caught recently in a pond in
Southwest Calloway County. Shay is the son of
Judy Parrish and Roger Mitchell and Michael is
the son of Sherri Mohler and Kenneth Mohler.

'JAW

A young bald eagle was recently placed with an adult female
golden eagle in the Land Between the
Lakes in the hope that the adult would become a surrogate
mother to the baby.

Eagle propagation experiment
underway at Land Between Lakes
In a recent experiment at
Land Between the Lakes, a
young bald eagle was placed
with an adult female golden
eagle in hopes that the adult
would become a surrogate
mother to the baby. The adult
eagle is one of 11. birds currently
housed in the LBL's eagle
restoration center.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has asked LBL to care
fbr the .birds until Oct 1, and
LBL is investigating the

G01,1
N PON I
— except at unclaimed
The public drawing for staked sites.
waterfowl hunting blind
Hunter's are required
sites for TVA's hand to have only state
Betw.twn The Laktg.-. licenses' for waterfowl
1.BI. I and Cross Creeks hunting and. a federal
National .Wildlife duck stamp • -to pkyrRefuge will be con- ticipate in the drawing.
ducted at Stewart Coun- A limited number of
ty High Sehool, Dover. duck stamps' will be
Tenn.. Saturday, Aug. 2. available at the drawRegistration will start ing. For more informaat 7 fi.m.. and the draw- tion, call TVA, LBL,
ing will begin at 10 a.m. (5021 924-5602. extension
The drawing this year 215, or the Cross Creeks
This week has been a
will be a cooperative National Wildlife
great one for those who
project between TVA Refuge. (615 I 232-7477.
braved the heat 1Vhite
and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife (USFWS i. All
blinds west of the Cumnberland River channel
Complete Line of Fishing
in the Tennessee portion
and Sporting Equipment
of LBL Bear Creek and
Crockett Creek will be
registered by TVA. and
the blinds at Cross
Creeks National
Wildlife Refuge will be
registered by USFWS.
The Bear Creek unit
will include 20 staked
sites, and the Crockett
Creek unit (across from
Tobaccoport. Tenn.
Rt. Hardin 502 74-2245 or 474-2211, Ext. 171
will include 10 staked
sites. Cross Creeks National Wildlife Refuge
will have 15 staked sites.
Permits for permanent blinds will not be
issued after Aug. 3.
Temporary blinds can
he used at Crockett
Creek and at Bear
Creek walk-in area, but
not on the Cross Creeks
Refuge or the Bear
Creek quota blind area

Kenlake

Cain's
AMC-Jeep-Renault Inc.

arina

Boat, Motor, Ski &

L

L _

Pontoon Rentals

_

- -1111M11

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.

..3rOkee Pioneer

Hwy.641 North

753-6448
"Ne

(
rt_NtXXXX-N.N.A
CCTLN_XXN..Nas_NFk
.dr X'`k-cliV
:
-

PAM'S CAKE HUT
&
'
r• 'A

Good Old Fashion Homemade
Cakes For All Occasions

16.
n
Ifr

:u

,L7. e

Biftndays Anniversa' •
.
,hurch Event
C lir: DartiP`-, C
r,ir,'eit'y Cakes made to Orc• r

We Put Pride and That Lttt,e E wt• ,
Into Our Cakes Because
Make 0L,r Ca,
' '- 7( r'-' Re.,77 •'

59_4494
210 Main St.
437-4455
-‘
liydroHoist Boat Lifts
u to 12,000 lbs.

•Dry Storage in Wet Slip •No Weight on Docks
•For Private or Commercial Docks •A Clean Boot
Conserves Fuel and Retains Value

BOAT AIRLIFT & DOCK CO.

Cypress Creek, New Concord, Ky. (302)436.2213

114

COACHMEN' ARGOSY

CAMP-A-RAMA
R.V.SALES AND SERVICE

(502)527-7807
68 - Jct. 641
Draffenville, KY

Hwy

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

I
to
to

to

Tires, Wheels & Accessories to
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

to
410 N. 4th
Cowl hunters
0
1 753-8346-753-6779 to
plan sessions '
th-vvv%ss -1-vvw1-1-1-vvicias‘s%
Twin

Lakes
Coonhunters Club will
have an open event at
8:30 p.m. Friday. Aug.
I. The club is located
two miles east of Hardin
off of Ky. 80.
Future events
scheduled include:
Aug. :10 — Treeing
contest at 6 p.m.. bench
show at 7 p.m and open
event at p.m
Sept. 19 — Blue Ribbon event.
Officers of the club include Grant Black.
president, and Leroy
Gamble, secretary.

NOW OPEN
SMITH'S FARM SUPPLY
Hwy. 564 — 345-2125
Northeast of Farmington

Two Miles

Lime, Fertilizer & Spreading
Building Supplies
Custom Sawing
Chemicals A Complete Line of Feeds
Owned ond Operated by
Phillip and !Aeon Smith

OPEN 7:30 A.M. MON. SAT.

For All Your
,p.•.:•.•
Taxidermy
Needs
Wallace's Taxidermy

possibility of making the birds
part of a permanent eagle propagation program.
The surrogate eagle experiment is just one example of how
an eagle propagation center at
1.131. could be used to strenthen
the U. S. eagle population.
However, the center will not be
possible • without t4ie 1119 of
private -funding, and 1.111.
spokesman said recebtly.-- •
••Declining budget allocations
make it impossible for TVA to

By jem Nfaupin
bass fishermen from all
over the mid-south have
been out chasing their
favorite fish from
daylight until dusk and
seven then, some are
fishing all night under
the bridge.
The hot muggy days
are ideal for. stripe
fishing for some reason
and if it isn't because
the barometric pressure
is steady. I don't know
what it is!
We finally have some
threadfinl shad on the
north end of Kentucky
Lake. If you recall I
mentioned some time
ago that skipjack fry
‘:vas all I could find and
that was why the stripes
didn't -stay on the surface very long.
They are working'
much better now and
more schools are stirlacing over a larger
a rea . However, the
unusual fronts which
are moving through this
area continue to make
things more difficult.
The wind seems to be
the biggest problem
because if the main lake
gets to rolling you can't
see the fish if they do
surface.
That happened Thursday morning when I was
fishing with Tracey
Slemmer and Matt
Quackenbush. We were
on the west bank and
had to move over to the
east when the strong
front came through.
We were lucky • nd
found some fish as lthe.
pressure was dropp g.
causing hem to turn on!
We caught sauger,
white striped bass,
yellow striped bass,
Kentucky bass and
large mouth bass on the
old reliable. slab spoon.

41 Super ine
Where "Service Is Our Business"

Mon. Sat 8 till 5

We Sell LP Gas

• We caught a total of
108 fish but culled them
down to 43, enough for a
good fish fry!

(-harmed bars ‘xith deep
running crankbaits.
The catfish are" hitinr
pretty good On cut hail
and night crawlers near
the river channel early
in the morning and late
in the evenings
The hluegill art. still
great on crickets. and
popping bugs hack in
the bays and along the
shallow shorelines.
Joe BeiCh
s
caught some which he
says are the largest he
has ever seen.
Be safe and have a
good w- vekend'.
Happy Fishing'

I plan on fishing with
Joe Quackenbush and
Jim Mauro Friday morning so maybe they can
have some fun also. I
heard a rumor from
some of the women. that
Tracey. Joe, Jim and
Matt went out together.
caught a few stripe's and
lost them, basket and
A few people are still
trolling and picking up
some sauger along the

Every Day Specials That You
Can't Afford To Miss!

to

Includes prime beef steaks, fresh Ky. Lake
catfish, seafoods, plate lunches and
sandwiches.
*Savings up to $2.00 on some items!

to

Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant
Hwy. 68 & 80 at Aurora, Ky

Open 5 a.m.-9 p.m. 7 Days A Week

noN TRAcit.
TAXIDERMY
Specializing In All Types 01 Taxidermy, Reasonably Priced.
Any Boss
Mounted on Panel
With Engraved
Nome Plate

$50

898-2953

7 Lb. or over $55

Evening and Weekend
Calls Welcome

Sheila Dr, Ledbetter, Ky.

'87
Yamaha
4 wheelers,;
are here!

"Your Satisfaction Is Our Satisfaction"

Deer Mount Specialists
r

make any financial commitment and 1.111. is relying heavily
on the 1,131. Association to provide voluntee I assistat
w e and
private donations for care And
feeding of the birds.- the
spokesma n said.
The. association has agreed to
help with funding until Oct 1
Anyone wishing to contribute
to the Eagle Relief Fund should
write to the. 1.111. Asso(-ia tie )n.
Golden Pond, Ky. .122:t I or call
502-924.5602 .

Coles Campground Road
Murray
753-6491

Your U-Haul Headquarters
Hw .641 South

753-91

Town & Country
Yamaha
Hwy. 941,:

753-81178

---.--

••••••••••••••110161111111~0•

•v.,

04.012
44444wIrs•ftes.11••••Inr4
,
11011,
•
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Plans finalized for 28th Annual
Kentucky Lake Fall Fishing Derby

Ben Hall, city editor for the Madisonville
Messenger, presents a $1,000 check to Elizabeth
Thach,director of Land Between the Lakes. The check
, from the New York Times Foundation, repre
sents a donation to the Land Between the Lakes Assoc
iation. The LBL Association is a nonprofit organ
ization which
is legally independent of TVA. It suppo
rts LBL programs by coordinating volunteer
services and by
private sector contributions.
T1,

photo 1:

Dick Patenton

Plans have been
finalized and action is
underway for the beginning of the 28th annual
Kentucky Lake Fall
Fishing Derby. Twentyeight years ago the Kentucky Lake Vacationland Association
and the Marshall County Chamber of - Commerce joined efforts to
make the fall vacationing .in Marshall County
even more attractive.
This was the beginning
of the Fall Fishing Derby, and today it is going
strong, the oldest continuous family amateur
fishing. contest in the
country, a spokesman
said.
The derby begins Aug.
15 and runs through Oct.
31. Prizes are given
weekly in six categories
and grand cash awards
are made at the end of
the derby. In excess of
$1 80,000 has been

awarded over the past
27 years.
Grand prize winner
for bass will receive
$500. for crappie, white
bass. sauger and catfish
the prize is $200. while
the bluegill prize is $100.
This year cash and
prizes totaling more
than $6,500 will be
awarded and, as
always, there is no entry
fee for guests registered
in any Marhsall County
lodging facility, including campgrounds
and houseboats.
More about the derby" At this time of year
there is a cooling trend
in the lake, and the fish
move back into the
shallows. The gamefish
feed heavily to store fat
for the winter. This is a
prime time to catch
largemouth, bass and
crappie in the shallow
areas of the bays.
What makes the derby

unique'? Probably the
contestants and winners. They are family
people. spending some
leisure time at Kentucky Lake. instead of
profussional fishermen
who we . hear so much
about and who are not
allowed to enter I.
Junior anglers usually
dominate the bluegill
category, and they hold
their own in other
categories. Also, women
win about as many
weekly and grand prizes
as the men. The Fall
Fishing Derby is designed to give everybody
who drops a line in the
water a chance to win.
The Fall Fishing Derby is a very important
part of the total fall
vacation package in our
area, the spokesman
said. Many guests from
all over the central U.S.
come and participate in
the fishing derby, and

et

also enjoy many fall attractions golfing. tennis, sailing, skiing, hiking, biking, rambling in
the unique shops and
sampling the local
restaurants'
specialities. The fall
scenery and the quiet atmosphere makes for an
extremely inviting fall
vacation. the
spokesman pointed out
Remembfr, the derby
begins Aug. 15 and runs
through Oct. 31. with
prizes of cash or mt.:.
chandise awarded each
week, along with the
grand prize at the final
It is open to all guests
staying in a Marshall
County resort campground or houseboat
For additional informa
tion. write or call theMarshall County
Chamber of Commerce.
Route 7, Box 145, Dept
FD, Benton. My.. 42025
Telephone 502-527-7665.

Authorities say eagle sanctuary shut down beca

use of conditions

MILLSTADT.
API - The shutdown of
a Comanche Indian's
eagle sanctuary was
forced by deplorable
conditions and
'chronically tardy paperwork, federal
authorities say.
But the mother of
sanctua ry -operator
Will ia m Voelket -conIsdn
tliti
ecision is
gund
ro less.
Indians believe eagles
carry messages to the
Great Creator, "So
there is no way I. as a
traditional Comanche

mother, would stand for
the abuse of birds,"
It;velyne Voelker, 51.
said Thursday.
"The first golden
eagles to be released
east of the Mississippi
River into their historic
natural habitat were
released by Bill
Voelker." Mrs. Voelker
said.
"He's the only one in
the work! who has successfully hatched
through artificial insemination a baby bald
eagle He has so many

firsts to his name - my
son is devastated by this
whole thing."
Mrs. Voelker said her
32-year-old son was too
upset to talk to
reporters about the loss
of his non-profit Eagle
Trust. International at
the family's rural home
about 20 miles southeast
of St. Louis.
Thirty-six birds were
„confiscated July 2. two
days after the revocation of Voelker's federal
permit to keep eagles
and other birds of prey,
said John Mendoza,

senior resident agent for
that died there, yes,"
the U.S. Fish and
said Mrs. Voelker. "But
Wildife Service at
they were birds that
Springfield.
•
were brought to us in
The birds'cannot be very bad condition from
kept by private citizens the Fish and Wildlife
-people.
without such a permit.
"If it was bad then,
'Mendoza characterized Voelker's care of the why did they let him
continue?"
birds as deplorable.
The government had
"•It
ifery. very sad. considered revoking the
But unfortunately, it permit at the time.
Menhad to conic to-an end," doza said, and Voelk
er
he said, noting 10 eagles had faced a June
30
under Voelker's care deadline for turni
ng
died of exposure during over the operation.
hot weather in 1984.
"Basically, it was go"There were birds ing to come to an
end
June 30 one way or the
other." he said.
Voelker's birds appeared to be in good constate market. We're get- dition, said spokesmen
ting inquiries from
Arizona. Texas, Connecticut. The interest has
really gone
nationwide.:'

Traverse City becoming hot tourist mecca
'FR A V t-Alsh: c Fry
Mich iAP, -- The boom
you hear is the sound of
a hot nouns! mecca getting hotter.
Mary Nbtrley and her
husband. Steve. hear
the bicoin eve-Iv (fay
ff'0111
front porch of
their ramshac k-I e
$275 - month rental
house just northeast of
Traverse City.
the
road is the area's latest
resort jewel, a glass sheathed. $27 million
tower that will be the
new centerpiece of the
erse lIesort

Village. a vast complex
of villas, suites and
hotel rooms.
Crews are still hammering away at the
15 -story monolith.
where executive suites
will book for $500 a night
when it opens next
month.
The, things that lured
the Motleys to the area
- the emerald hills of
pine and maple and the
dazzling views of Lake
Michigan's Grand
Traverse Bay - lure the
People who drive their
l'orsches past the
family's front porch

Mon.-Thurs. 5:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Fri.-Sun. 5:00 am.-9 p.m.

TOM & BARB'S
GROCERIES & BAIT
5' 2 miles from Eddyville on 93 South
2 miles North of Eddy Creek Marino

Tom & Barbara Hughes, Owners
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Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

Panorama Shore!. on Kentucky Lake
'
lI i
0/
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE
0-1

1 1/2 Miles From Murray On 94E.;
14,
; Telephone 502-753-6116
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Heat and humidity
keep fishing light
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We use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout
Tune-Up, Computer Ignition
Carburetor & Fuel Iniections Service

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

Estb, 1956
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For over 30 years we have provioed fishermen with the "freshest- b&1
in the Lakes Area
•Weekly wholesale route service
•Bait available 12 months
•L. P. Gas-Ice-Tackle
Open 5 a.m.
21'2 miles 94 E. Murray
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ment of William Zimme„rman as special
agent in charge of late.
enforcement for the
wildlife service's eight.
state regional office in
Minneapolis.
Zifinmerman and her
son had had disputes
over the treatment of
birds when both lived in
Oklahoma 10 years ago,
she said.
r• "Suddenly, he's been
placed in a position, of
power and he's squashed Bill.- Mrs. Voelker
said.
Zirhmerman denied
the allegation, saying
the problems at Millstadt began long
before he arrived on the
scene.
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There is a difference
the Motleys say they
and their five, pre-teen
children can hardly afford to live in the. area
they've called home for
13 years.
Last
r, G ra rid
"We're working more
or less for minimum Traverse County FRANKFORT. Ky. departme
nt said in a
wage, but the prices are brought in $212 million i AP I - Heat and
news release.
so high here, people like in tourism -generated humidity kept fishing
Here was the rundown
us can't afford it," said revenues, said David activity light around
of conditions at major
Morley, 34, who works Morris of the Michigan Kentucky last weekend, lakes
. except Dewey
at a nearby plastics Travel Bureau. the Department of Fish
Lake, which did not
plant. "If it wasn't for Geography and popula- and Wildlife Resources
report:
my wife working across tion size aside. Traverse said today.
KENTUCKY - Clear
the street. we'd be in City may be, pound -forBest catches were
to murky, stable at 1 12
pound
.
the
most heavily reported in early morn
real bad shape."
- feet below summer pool
"Up here, all you see visited place in the ing. late afternoon or and 86 degre
es.
state
.
are beautiful views,"
early evening, the
said Mrs. Morley. 31, a
BARKLEY - Clear,
E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E. E.
housekeeper at the
falling slowly, 1 foot
"The Best In
Grand Traverse Resort. 00
0 below pool, 88.
oo
Dining Out"In the past year or two, ol
BARREN - Clear.
tli
Visit...
01 stable at pool. 90.
we've seen a lot more
The
people in town. And the ies
sts
NOL1N - Clear.
0
.41 stabl
0
prices just go up and
e at pool. 89.
Fa
mo
us
Iro
n Kettle
01
40
0
up."
ROUGH RIVER Restaurant 11
0 Clear, stable at pool. 90
Prices'aren't the only
.
0
things on the upswing in
TAYLORSVILLE Traverse City and the
Murky, stable. 112 feet
LAX ST t; tiN
area around Grand
below pool, 90.
HIGH .-\ 45:
Salad
...
Bar,I.
i-'
In Th., Vie.irt
10
441141
1
4
$
•
Traverse Bay,Tourism
HERRINGTON •
,
of 1,4m otos
Old Fashioned :01 Clear, stable, 16 feet
officials say the region
GRANI,
is shifting from regional oo RIVERS
below pool. 82.
Home- Cooking:
362-8396
' •
fun spot to national
GREEN RIVER •
vacation attraction.
Clear, stable at pool. 84
Last year's Society of kt.E.E.EEEEEE.C_ E. E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.
CUMBERLAND Ame-rican Travel
Clear, falling. 16 feet
Writers convention was
'ElLE.E.E.E.E.
EEILEEVE.:
0 below pool. 87.
held in Traverse City. IP
DALE HOLLOW and it generated an
Clear, stable at pool, 89
.01
enormous number of arLAUREL - Clear.
ticles on the region.
faslling. 8 feet below
pool. 84.
Now, telephone in
quiries are coming from
CAVE RUN - Clear.
stable at pool, 83.
new area codes. And
next year. the National
PAINTSVILLE Governors Conference
Clear, rising slowly, 212
feel below pool. 86.
comes to town.
We Install Automotive Glass
•'Historically, we've
BUCKHORN - Clear
always been a strong
to muddy, rising slowly.
And We Also Make
31,2 feet below pool. 86
driving destination."
Hydraulic Hoses.
said Deborah Kelly of
GR.AYSON - Clear
gtable at pool, 86
the Grand Traverse
Visitors & Convention
753-4563
FISHTRAP - Clear
512 S. 12th
to muddy,stable at pool
Bureau. -Now we've
r,:!EEEEEE.E.
EVEEEEE.E.E.E.E.E.EEE.
moved into the mit ni

numerous recent
problems.
Her son underwent an
emergency appendectomy and had a battle
with gangrene earlier
this year.-she said. Then
the death of his grandmother left him
distraught and temporarily unable to cope
with the paperwork.
Voelker "had great intentions, but just got in
over his head," said
Adele Evans, who
operates the TreeHouse
Wildife Sanctuary at
nearby Brighton and
also participated in the
raid.
Mrs. Voelker blamed
the permit revocation
on the recent appoint-

i.

388-7745

oilVt‘sS-%SsS

for the St. Lotis Zoo and
the Land Between the
Lakes National Recreation Area in Kentucky,
.where some were taken.
Voelker,, knows as
much about eagles as
anyone in. the country.
said Ernest H. Mayer in
Madison. Wis., regional
law enforcement agent
for the service
But he often, was late
with reports and lax
about keeping track of
bird transfers. Mayer
said.
Voelker's failure to
file a timely annual
report "the straw that
broke the camel's
back," he said.
Mrs. Voelker said that
delay resulted from

I
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Beshear adds another title;
Gibbs fires low girls' score .

Staff phoI4, 1,, 'hr., 1

National Champion
Mike Kneel°. 13, cleared 6-feet Thursday to win the AAI: Junior Olympics national high jump championship in the 13-14 year olds age division at Cal-Poly in Pomona, California. Ruccio. the son of Mr.
and NI rs. Michael A. Miceli) of Rt. 3. Murray. will be a freshman at Calloway County High School this
fall. The 6-foot leap was a personal best for Ruccio. who cleared 5-10 at the regional competition in Indianapolis. A California athlete also cleared 6-feet, but Ruccio won because he had fewer misses during
the competition. The 6-4 Ruccio was encouraged to enter the AAC Junior Olympics by his track coach at
Callowa Count Middle School. Bill Miller. His dad worked with him several times a week at('VHS this
..umnter. His dad also raised around $1,500 locally so that he could compete in California.

1

Spurgin Wigger on U.S. squad
.

crai nietrihers
the Murray State
•n:‘ crsit - rifle team.
the sururner of •,4; has
h 5,
n a ti tti e t
rt - rlIt'Tuber
Poulding on a produc)iiting in the United
International
ChampionIr. Chino. ('al.. in
,-

early Ralik. senior ••Patoovcore, edging teammate
Spu i.gin (Billings. Wigger by one point.
Mont. West
and
The scores were agsophomore Deena Wigger I Ft. Henning, gregate of six matches.
Ga. Spencer, have four shot in California
earned berths on the and two in Ft. Henning.
The duo swapped
U.S. World Champion-.
ship Team which will places in three-position
compete for the world ti- smallbore, with Wigger
tle in East Germany in shooting 3577 to
Spurgin's 3570. Wigger
late August.
also landed first in
The duo demonstrated
women's prone, gunning
they are the top two
a 3563 to easily outfemale shooters in
distance Lana Ward, a
America during comTr., I ',a I er Club meets petition in Ft. Henning. Tennessee Tech shooter
rl,tay. .kug 4. in the Ga., over the weekend who ended with a 3539.
tt,,,,rn at Murray of _July -19 to determine
Wigger then backed
.,".
r ver sit y's the World Championup her World Team
7.z.!.•'.k rt.Stadionl
ship team. Spurgin. the
.
t• ci h. rs
a rid 194 air rifle gold Trial performance by
1,
S t • • s medalist, took first grabbing the gold medal
in air rifle at the Olympriu.,
.rani
place in that category at
pic Sports Festival in
,Itti•nii
F. Benning with a 2449
Houston. Fellow Racer
Gary Stephens iColumbus, Ga./Spencer o also
Automatic Transmission
placed at Sports
Festival, taking fifth in
Service
three -position
We service, repair or replace
smallbore and seventh
automatic transmissions.
in air rifle.
-day service on most repairs
Meanwhile. junior
'All rebuilt units guaranteed
Marianne Wallace
'Downers Grove.
Ill.,Northi. the defending NCAA individual
air rifle champion, has
been touring Australia
514 S. 12th
Estb. 1956
753-1750
and will return in time

for classes to start

By M.C. Garrott
volved are KentuCky.
One was 18 years old Indiana and Ohio.
and the other 12 and
Finishing Second, one
playing. in a different stroke behind Beshear.
age group, but both who is the 25th ranked
posted four-over-par 76s amateur in the state,
to share overall was Russell Boyd of
medalist honors "
e Paris. Tenn,
annual Junio
InvitaMickey Barker, also
tional golf tournament of Paris. and David
at the Murray Country Grant of Marion tied for
Club.
third with 79s.
Torymy Beshear, is,
Todd Beadles of
of Princeton fired one of Fulton was low among
the 76s. the low round the boys 14 and 15 years
among the boys 16 years of age with 77, three
old and up through 1986 strokes in front of Lance
high school graduates.
Balmer of the host club,
Jason Helfrick, 121 of who posted an 80.
Sikeston. Mo.. posted
Rob Hessing and Todd
his 76 to.win the boys' Simms, both of Paris. •
12-and-13-year-old finished in ape for third
competition.
with 82s.
The son of Mr. and
Among the boys 12
Mr. John Beshear and and 13, young Heifrick's
the oldest of their four 76 was three strokes in
children, Beshear's win front of Brian Henson of
was his third major vic- Mayfield. Will Ed Settle
tory of the year.
of Princeton was third
A 1986 graduate of with an NO, while Trey
Caldwell County High Wyatt. also of
School and a freshman- Princeton. was fourth
to-be at Murray State with 87.
l'inversity, he had set a
Among the boys 10
tournament record and 11 years old. Adam
earlier in the year by Grogan of Murray was
Winning Princeton's- the winner with a nineJunior Black Patch hole score of two strokes
tournament with an in front of Matt Armeight-under-par 134. strong, Metropolis. III.
Previous to that, he had
Jonathan Faughn of
won the Pennyrire Bowling Green and
Junior Invitational at Heath Hall of South
Dawson Springs with a Fulton tied for third
four-over-par 148..
with 49s.
Next week, he. will be
The -girls' overall
one of 16 young- Ken- medalist was Joanna
tucky golfers com- Gibts of the host club.
epeting-in the Tri-State Playing .is the 16 years
Junior Invitational at old -and up category,
Chesterton. Ind.. near Joanna posted nine-hole
Chicago. The states in- scores of 44 and 40 for an

84 to win her age group
by 12 strokes over her
nearest challenger,
Rachelle Throgmorton
of Paducah. who carded
a 96.
•
Meredith Howe of
Murray was low among
the girls 14 and 15 years
of age with an 89, six
strokes in front of Amy
Wilson. also of Murray.
Shelby Morgan of the
Oaks Country Club.
Murray. was third with
97. One stroke back in
fourth place was Lisa
Rexroat of Murray.
In the girls' 12 and
13-year-old competition.
Jennifer Howe, Murray.
was the winner with 94,
an edge of 21 strokes
over Connie Steely,
Murray. who finished
second with 115.
Heidi' Claus. New
Madrid. Mo.. was third
with' 122, and Danielle
Alexander of Murray
fourth with 125.
Tory Holton. Murray.
was .the only girl competing in the 10 and
11-year-old age group,
and she posted an 88.
The Scott Latimer
Memorial Trophy.
awarded annually hy
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Latimer of Murray in
memory of a young son
who lost his life several
years ago in an accident, again was won by
the Paris. Tenn. team.
The Tenneesseans
posted a four-man aggregate score of 336 towin. It was made up of
Russell Boyd .77',
Mickey Barker i7ti.

Rob Hessing 1821 irid
Keith Hart 1881.
This year's tournament. which winds up
the year's junior golf activities at the club, attracted a field of 102
young golfers from Kentucky and its three
nearest states.
Directing this year's
tournament was Judy
Muehleman. Assisting
her were Al Jones.
Virginia Schweatman.
Linda Jones. Debbie
Jones. Sherry Gibbs.
and Judy Latimer.
The young golfers anti
their scores were:
1110111.
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Racer Club
meeting

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

Tommy Beshear of Princeton and Jason Heltrick of Sikeston,
Mo., fired 76s and were the boys' co-medalists at the Junior Invitational at the Murray Country Club Thursday. Joanna
Gibbs of Murray was the girls' medalist, with an M. The flight
winners were, left to right. Beshear, boys 16 and up; Todd

eV/
coroet

Save big
bucks!

gooe
*eve
114/5
I\

SPECIAL:
vs:

Bar-B Q
Sandwich,
French Fries

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

Special Good July 28 Aug

2

Chestnut St. Murray

6.9%

A.P.R. Financing

Beadles, South Fulton, boys 14-15; Helfrick. boys 12-13; Adam
Grogan, Murray, boys 10-11; Gibbs, girls 16 and up; Meredith
Howe, Murray, girls 14-15; Jennifer Howe, Murray, girls 12-13
and Tory Holton, Murray, girls 10-11.

753-0045

STODGHILL-KOLB P.S.C.
WILLIAM J. STODGHILL, M.D.
AND
FRANK J. KOLB, III, M.D.

•Escort •EXP
•Tempo •Mustang
*Thunderbird
'
Ranger 'Bronco II
•F150 •F250 •F350

Are Pleased To Announce The Association Of

STEPHEN H. JACKSON, M.D.
For The Practice Of

Or...Let Us Mail You
A Check For $300-$600
Length of time determines finance rote.

PAR
KER FORD
701 Make St., Aterray, 7034273

ORTHOPAEDIeSURGERY
At

• POST OFFICE BOX 7745
619 NORTH 30TH STREET
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY 42002-7745
OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE (502)442-9461

Church League
holding tourney
The Murray-Calloway
County Men's Church
League Softball Tournament is being held Aug.
7-9 at the Murray Calloway County Park.
Twelve teams are
competing in the doubleelimination tourney.
First Methodist plays
Elm Grove-First Baptist II at 6:30 p.m. on
Thursday. The winner
of that game faces
Poplar Springs at 8:30
p.m. Thursday. The
loser plays at 8:30 p.m.
Friday.
West Fork g6es up
against University Blue

at 6::to p.m. Thursday,
with the winner taking
on Westside at 8:30 p.m
Thursday and the loser
playing at 8:30 p.m.
Friday.
St. Leo 11 and St. Leo I
battle at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday. First Baptist
I plays the winner at
6:30 p.m. Friday. The
lose plays at 7:30 p.m.
Friday.
First Christian and
Memorial take the field
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
The winner faces
University Red - at 6:30
p.m. Friday. The loser
plays at 7:30 p.m.
Friday.

For all your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
.7530880
representing
American and International Traveitime

.
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SCOREBOARD
oke a q(xxi ne.gro,
Stare Farm

For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.
State F arm Lite
insionn0r.• Looripanv
Homo Off.ce
11100nunillon 1114no44,

BASEBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Dirision
•
sit

I

Pct

GB
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Ohrisson

i•

Oaks Country Club
Junior Golf Program
Oaks ('ountry Club junior golfers capped their
summer program with a tournament Thursday.
The flight winners (left) were, front row, left to
right, Zachery Ross, Jason Goodyke, Catrina
Dick and Natalie Bridges; back row, 1-r, Matt
Swift, Benjamin Wright, Yield Woods and Scott
Farmer. The golfers who participated in the program (above) included, front row, left to right,
Jayme Gibson. Bridges, Jason Kelley, Ross, Gus
Jones, Johnny Sales, Goodyke, Chris Hopkins,
Cory Martin and David Todd; second row, 1.r,
Swift, David Jones, Justin Manna, Farmer, John
Key, Boone Chambers, Dick and Joy Roach;
back row, 1-r, Chris Neale, Brandon Lucas,
Willie Wells, Wright, Ashley Ross, Mary' Ann
Todd, Woods and Jennifer Wright.
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Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

Marshall Co. Hospital
sponsoring 5-mile run
Marshall Co 1:1 nty
Hospitals.First Annual
Five. Mile Run for Cystic
Fibrosis is being held
Saturday, Aug. g3.
The., race begins at
8:30 a.m, from the
Woodlands Nature
Center on Silver Trail
Road in the TVA's Land
Between The Lakes.
Check -in is from
7-8:30 am, at the
center.
The entry fee is $8 for.
Lakeland Striders Running Club and Marshall

County . Huspitat
employees, $7- for runners wilo register by
Aug. 21 and $8 for runners who register on the
day of the race.
. Proceeds go to the
Cystic --Fibrosis
Foundation.
All runners will
receive an official race
shirt, and trophies will
be awarded to the firstplace male and female
finishers. Runners
finishing in the top percent of their age division

medals.
Merchandise awards
will be drawn from the
race numbers after the
race.
The men's and
women's age divisions
are: 12 and under. 13-14,
15-16, 17-19, 20-24, 25-29,
30-34,---35-39, 40-44, 45-49,
50-54, 55-59, 60-64 and 85
and over.
For more information. call Bert Perry at
527-13:16. ext. 152.
Chuck Gullo is the
race director.
•

Beshear wins invitational
(('ont'd from page 10)
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REMEMBER
THE 10TH!

I.

Runners planning on
being members of the
Calloway County High
School's boys' and girls'
e TOSS
country
teams
need to take physicals
next week, according to
CCHS athletic director
Jim Nix.
The physicals are being given at 4 p.m.
Thursday. Aug. 7. at the
CCHS 'cafeteria.
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The 10th of each month is a very important
date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier
must receive your payment by the 10th of the
month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent
business men and women. They buy their
papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them
to you at the retail delivery rate When you
don't pay them by the 10th, they have to dig
down into their own pockets to make up the
difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the
10th of each month. They depend on you to
write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for
you and your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid
getting caught without the right change and
you avoid the bother of monthly collections.
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PANELING

4 x 8 LATTICE and
Treated Lumber for
PATIOS and Decks

7:30.5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-3:00

Armstrong
VINYL $2.50 up

TUB UNITS
WHIRLPOOLS

Hwy. 451 Mi. So.
Martin, TN

901/587-3000

You may also use these
other ways to Nay
•American Express
•MasterCard •Visa
'Silver Card - •

Hours: Mon. thru Sat.
7:30a.m.-5:00 p.m.-

So. 12th & Glendale
Myrray, Ky.
Phone 753-0595

•
A

7I.

49199 Ft
Friday s
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Not ice
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Notice
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Notice

2

2

Notice

16. Home Furnishings
24 Miscellaneous
32 Apts for Rent
3 PIECE bedroom suift! T 11 0 7544x141 tires.
2 FURNISHED apartNOTICE
bed with bookcase, Goodyear. See at
Murray
ments. each S140 per
Our Sales Force will
headboard. dresser & Wildey•s Welding at
month, $100 deposit
Paving Co. Inc.
chest.
$100
Call
be here to better
Coldwater 459-2125.
Call 753-8835 between
Specializing in asphalt
75 3-82 5 5. Good
'USED aluminum 9a.m.-noon.
serve you until 6 30
Pawing. sealcoeting and
condition.
irrigation pipe. 3" thru 3 ROOM furnished apt.
crack repairs. 7 yrs ex
p.m. on Monday,
BEAUTIFUL queen 10". plastic roll-out with central heat & air.
penance.
Providing
size waterbed with pipe. Brannan Irriga- lots of closets. Can be
Tuesday, Thursday
6. Help Wanted
quality
custom upholstered tion 314-246-2240.
work
at
seen at Owen Food
and Friday
ARTIST
model
De1000
headboard & sides Call WE have a few new Market, 1407 W. Main.
reasonable prices
partment
Art.
of
Part
753 9475.
Purdom
Free Estimate
push mowers left at • PXTRA nice furnished
time Salary $5 00 per
Call 753-0411
hour. Experience in COUCH and chair, good bargain prices- includ- efficiency apt. for two
Motors Inc.
ing the new Hi-Wheel female students, two
artistic sensitivity condition. Call 753 3533.
1406 W Main
preferred. Work will be WHIRLPOOL Push! Stokes Tractor blocks from University.
Murray, Ky
$290 a month, utilities
assigned according to MICROWAVE ovens as 753-1319 Industrial Rd_
TN
It NM:KIT
r% ice
low as $4 per week: 25" WHEEL horse. 16 h.p. included. $100 deposit
753 5315
models
for
need
for
fall
,
587-2301
required. No smokers
semester 1956. Contact Magnavox color TV • as Call 492-8260.
I •
please. Call 753-2813.
as $7 per week;
low
THE 1-;01d
Department
Art.
of
,It• St
It \RI:FTT
I
I ii t•
apts. NorMurray. Ky. 42071 502- Whirlpool automatic
'Oat rai.
Center has hra% ,
References
washer as low as 56 per 2 6 . TV -Radio
thwood Dr. 1. 2 or 3 BR.
Ma% Ileitt
`.
762-3754. E0E. M F.
\Immo., shocks tt.: S••••
'1.0110IlliN
I
upon request.
FISHER 19" color TA*. Now renting. Equal
DO you need a job and week; Whirlpool re
_too N 4th St
gold
hope for the future' We frigerator as low as $8 with stereo. 2 months Housing Opportunity.
Reasonably Priced.
kr 7534001
Goodyear old. Call after 5p.m. 759-4984.
1.1..
tor les,'
now have 5 openings per week
Free Estimates
z..t.trantee It
NEW 2 BR duplex apt,
762-6105.
that include training 753 0595.
Call
after
6 p.m
rnnson
with central heat _.& air.
and placement. You
19 Farm Equipment
27 Mobile Homes for Sale refrigerator, stove,
may qualify if you don't
SO's OR DAL(MIER
436-5487 or
have a GED Or High 4-WHEEL trailer. ex- 10x55 TRAILER. fully dishwasher.. microwave
AtiE 19?
Do you need
Monroe Matic
753-5086.
School diploma and tremely heavy duty
carpeted. 2 BR. new oven and washer
Unless still
in
prayer?
have been out of school Call 436-2579.
underpinning, water dryer hookup. Lease &
Heavy Duty
s months or more and
School or College
pipes &. seweir pipes. deposit required. Coll
People et
SiNTE.1
Counseling?
are between ages of 16 Sr _20. Sports Equipment
Shocks
electric wire, couch. 759-1.403.
their family group
ages to s,.rship God
22 Call us at JTPA REMINGTON Wingm- kitchen table & chairs. NICE 2 1311 apt., central
Call 753-1622
s..ith us at Russell
hospital insurance
753-9375 Monday-Friday aster 20 gauge shotgun. air conditioner. $1500 or heat & air. No pets. Call
Chapel 1 . nite.1 Nlethest
$41
•Installed
753-7217
may have expired
25•• barrel, ventilated best offer. Call 436-2931 492-8634.
1st l'hurch each Sunda\
due to age. Our
EASY ASSEMBLY rib, modified choke, like or 436-2332.
NICE 2 BR apt. 1413
BETHESDA
9- 45a.ro Friendly tolk•
\milk $714.00 per 100_ new. $250 firm. Call 12x60. 2 BR. in Fox Hillwood
$275 a
most popular Mal.'hurch is located on
MINISTRIES
Guaranteed payment. 492-8604.
H v, y• 732. near Cent,'
Meadows, excellent month. Lease & deposit
jor Medical Policy
No sales. Details-- send TROPHIES and condition
No pets. Call_753-0s14.
1417 W. Main 753-2593
Ridge. Call 474-2347 tor
115S 4th St.
offers comprehenstamped envelope: plaques now at Faye's. Scll s„..snsimees
more information
or 1 or 2 bedroom Apart
sive benefits at
h:lan- 332. 3418 En- trophies lettered free. 753-59-V1P'
merit near downtown
terprise. Ft Pierce. FL 514 Main. 753-7743.
reasonable rates.
12x60. 2BR. central air Murray. Call 753-4109 or
33482.
762-6650.
For free informa& heat, some furniture
EXPERIENCED over 24.Miscellaneous
Lake area
Call ONE bedroom Duplex
tion call:
the road 'truck driver. 12x15 RUG. green, good 153-4445.
Apartment, near flown
Must be at least 25 yrs. condition. cheap. Can 12x65. '73 - SHULTZ,
Jerry McConnell
2 town $140 per month. One
of age & 2 yrs over the be seen 805
Insurance
BR. single bath, large year lease. Deposit. No
S. 9th St.
road verifiable. Call
living room. Call 492- pets. Call 753-3913.
TIAI.LOONS•
we
753-4199
deReg. Priced
436-2837.
TAKING applications
liver. Faye's- 514 !Main- 8207.
10C11111 Churn
It r•
Merchandise
EXPERIENCED cook 753-7743.
14x70 78 HOLLY Park, for Section .s Rent
needed.
Apply
in
Fri. & Sat.
BEDROOM suites. oak 2 BR. central heat air, Subsidized apt 1. 2 or 3
person: Fern Terrace
'desk, desk chairs. 2 acre wooded lot. Mid BR. Apply Hilldale
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
I sidge, Murray.
dresser chest, beds. 820's. _121 N 753-1953, Apts.. Hardin, Ky
Further sayings on
FEMALE veterinary couch & chair,
E qual Housins
odd 489-2854. assistant
Phone 753- chairs. 4 Danish up- 1977. 14x52, 2 BR. in Opportunity.
sidewalk items.
nd
Your
3213.
nndy!
holstered chairs, tables. Riviera Cis., some fur- WANTEb: Female
753-7743
:ik;nc:/,
HANDICAPPED lamps, metal wardrobe. niture,stove, re- roommate to share
And fis- one of-those
514
Main
Murray
veteran seeks full-time file cabinet, kitchen frigerator. paneling furnished house Re
eyes bu9ged may ou manual labor employ- cabinet. recliner. 5. throughout Call 759, asonable expense's. Re
ment. Job training piecedinette, polls. 4904.
ferences required. Call
5 Lost and Found
provided through chair. changing table. 1975 12x60 ALAMO. 2 759-4011.
W A.T.C.H. with partial lumber, fiberglass BR. I bath. 2
ceiling
reimbursement to the doors & shutters. Call fans, appliances._ $6550
34 Houses for Rent
40 State license
emploier. Call 759-1965.
753-1502 or 753-4860
, Call 759-1054.
REDRoom houqe at
'Sequential
JOIN the staff of TIENEFIELD Irelaud 1953 BUCCANEE
R Hamlin Private drive
Maurices. Chestnut woodburning fireplace doublewide.
Curriculum
24x52. 3. with lake access. Fir
Hills . Shopping-. Center. insert- glass doors. DR. 2 bath. all
'Tuition 130 per week
applian- fished with central heal
Murray. New. exciting, thermostat controlled ces. central
St wood & air. i $200 pee month.
'Hours'
contemporary fashion blower, $175. Tempm- heat. Must • sell.
Will $200 deposit Call 131;
store. Matinees needs aster air conditioner. accept bids Call
6:30am - 5:15pm
436- 2511 after Op m
part
time
itt
time
full
energy saver. 24.200 2211. -Call Now•
• BEIMCHAT
sales people. Must he BTU. $250. 17 cu. ft.
753-6695 Of 753-8945
24x52 '77 LIBERTY. 3 carpeted. onvement to
ambitious, enthusiastic, Trucold chest type deep
BR. 2 full baths, garage. downtown Cal 759-9510
Limited enrollment
fashion minded Sr have freeze. $125 Phone
paved driveway. 24 2 BR house- in Lynn
Deadline Aug 15. 1986
sales ability. 10-35 hours 7591035.
per week. Excellent FIREWOOD for sale. huge trees, over 1 2 Grove, $200 a month
Hwy 94 El mile from ciacre, in Stella
Low. $150 deposit Call 135
salary
& benefits. Call Need winter firewood
ty limits
-4547 or 753-6633
for More information, now? Call D.W. Fox $20's 753-4124.
Goldfish little brothers
SEVERAL 10' & 12' 410 S
10th, 2 BR.
Alisa at 753-9617.
753-8565.
mobile homes Ideal for appliances furnished
POSITIONS open at FOR sale- used
furni- lake or rental, furnished TVA insulated. $235
personal care home: ture and 1 typewriter.
BA5E5A- .5 SOUR
AN 60
IC
‘
0R5E RACING
or unfurnished, AC
month plus deposit. Call
PRN orderly and jani- Call 753-1412.
COUNTR't'5 NUMBER ONE
Negotiable. 753 5209.
753-5094.
EITHER UJAY
I5 SECOND..
tor. occasional outside
GRASS is growing s& TiDWELL. the
SPECTATOR SPORT:
Rolls 420 S. 9th, 3 BR,
and yard worker, PRN
.r
will continue to grow Royce of mobile
homes appliances furnished
nurses aide. Apply in
this summer! Swap for and lot for sale
to best TVA insulated. $335
Person at Fern Terracea new wheel horse now
month plus cicisisit Call
bidder. Call 492 8883
Lodge. Murray. Ky.
Prices will never be
.
.
REPS needed for busi- lower! Instant
credit' 28 Mobile Homes for Rent
A4 )
5 ROOM._ house, bath.
ness accounts. Full- 90 days same as
cash.
utility. City' water Retime. $60.000-$50.000- Stokes Tractor,
Indust- 2 OR 3,BR. furnished or ferences Responsible
-4d...fl
parttime. 812,000415. rial Rd. 753-1319.
unfurnished. sonic new
000- No selling, repeat
furniture. natural gas- couples. No pets Near
%.41
.
2
0
0
business. Set your own GUN cabinet, new hand electric. air con- Murray. References
erafted. all wood, 10
$185. 753-7551.
hours Training prorack. $300. Call 502-492- ditioned. Shady Oaks
_
E MAKE
vided Call: 1-612-935NICE. redecorated, two
Row (NCT 4CVD.
753-5209_
AND T-l-kE OTHER.
835S.
A JlS4 AND 5LOW
6870. M -F. Sam
to
-DID
ID SAY
NICE 2 BR trailer, near bedroom, utility, garGOT
HALF
HIDE-a-bed.
$150.
picOUT Ti-AE CANDLE
5 p.ni. 'Central
age. stifve, refrigerator.
I DO? YOU 51-_ENis1
WIPED OUT BY
nic table. $20. small Murray. No pets. Call no pets. married
Standard Time!.
459-2611
OUT HALF
YOUR RETAINER
pool
pump.
audio
$15.
couples, deposit, re
SALES position- an
speakers. $20. 3-speed 29 Heating and Cooling
OF T-EA..
ferences. Call 492-5594
exciting way to meet
bike,
$25.
Call
759-4661.
new people & make
iOW air conditio. SMALL furnished. 2 BR
4.*
good money. 5 positions IT'S not to early to think ner Phone 753-7273 or home, next to Universopen for the Murray about your chain saw 759-1486_
ity. $175 per month. $100
area. Starting weekly needs for fall wood
deposit. Call 753-s5:15
salary $200 _ plus_ com- cutting! See us at 30. Business Rentals
between 9a.m.-noon.
)r•
mission for those who -Steik-eS Traidoe, - Indust
36 For Rent or Lease
qualify. We train. Must rial Rd. 753-1319.
CREEK VIEW
have own transporta- LARGE. large, large
EXTRA nice, large, 4
tion. Call 753-0229 for selection of storage
8
SELF
BR house to responsible
buildings in stock for
appointment.
Item ily Appliances. No
THIS IS GREAT WHAT PIP MOM
STORAGE
immediate
delivery.
ARYES.rmv
WANTED:
50N,
career
pets. References. Call
U5ED TO SAY ABOUT SLEEPING
Hwy. 641 N.
SLEEP ONLY IN THE
'Minded individual to Acre*. Portable
I)
IN LAUNDRY BASKETS?
753-7457.
Buildings.
Mayfield.
CLEAN LAUNDRY"
service pro24 Hr private entrance
LARGE'mobile home
perty casualty insur- Ky. 502-247-7831.
753-6734
lot for rent Sin per
LARGE
window
fan.
ance accounts in our
re
llit
month No ,Mall uhdBenton. Ky. office. Ex- Call 753-8977.
1, 1( h. spa, e ill dren Call 459-2140
LITTLE
perience is preferred.
girls clothes Southside Shopping
s
Send resume to David size 3-6 month up to Is Center. Call 75S.4509. 37 Livestock-Supplies
Moffitt. Vice President. mos. Some little boys 3 753-6612.
AP.
W
4
1
NI
7
Peel & Holland. P.O. & 4 toddler Winter OFFICE space- 1 year 5151 MENTAL and
Simbrah bulls Per
Box 97, Benton. KY. maternity clothes size lease minimum
more formance & semen
42025. No phone calls 12-14. All are extra nice
if needed, 1 private tested
Exuellent qual
please.
759-9921.
office. I receptionist
MOVING sale house full office. 1 bath, storage ity $650 & up. Cadiz.
of furniture, electric room. 1 parking space. Ky. 522-5794.
9. Situation Wanted
keyboard. 3 boats. Free city parking next to 38.
Pets-Supplies
/1
CARPENTER wants stereo. school ring al- office. Utilities fur
7- SHOULDN'T
ITS A
THIS
AK(' registered Lab
most
new
wedding
rings
nished
$250
per
work.
month
Call Rick BrunI3E AFRAID
ARE STRONGER
mUST SE
Write P.O. Box 1040-11, puppies. yellow $10) and
ner 436-2922 Reasona- 753-6438.
OP BELLA,
AND SUPERIOR TO
NEW residential wood Murray, Ky. for more chocolate 8200 Phone
_,SCIENCE
ble rates. References
a
527-9903.
SHES JUST
CATS ft,1
krices given for raised panel overhead information
Fic,TION
door. 16x7 at $259. Good
A CAT
MIN I ATI. RF. pinscher
dl
framing or trim.
EVERY
used wood residential
PUPS Phone 753-5421.
•'•/.
I
will
babysit
in
my
WAY
AO
•INIP
overhead door. 5x7 at
REGISTERED English
home. Call 753-0092.
$50. New heavy duty
Setter puppies. out of
1.00kING to babysit.
commercial_ wood
good stock
Call
pre-school 12-4 yrs. old
Beautiful decorated
overhead door. Sxs at
753-9350.
& half day kindergarS259. New commercial
building,
fully
ten. Have references.
fiberglass szVerhead
41
Public Sales
Call 753-6549.
carpeted, walls
door 12x5 at $500. New
WILL do general clean- commercial aluminum
mirror
carpeted
&
ing. 85 hour. Excellent storefront entrance
11111
lined 30x90.
references. 435-4335.
with 3x7 door at $300.
‘% ILI. do house cleaning We can arrange inAvailable now.
by the hour or the job. stallation for any of
Reasonable rent,
Call 759-4697.
these. 365-7940 days.
WILL sit with elderly or 522-7739 evenings tir
College Campus.
convalescent in home or weekends. Malcolm
Call 753-2967.
hospital. days & nights. Eisen.
.)
References. 759-4697
NEW tobanfii sticks 20
WILL stay with elderly cents each. George
32 Apts tor Rent
day or night shift or will Patrum, Puryear. TN
line -in. Good re- 247-5549
1 BEDROOM duplex
ferences Call 759-412s.
CRYTKS Used Office aparlment. 2 blocks
Furniture. 1016 Jeffers from University and
st,uppi.eg• miters Stave
-sun St. PalltUatt: KY
Responsible High 442-4302. Desks, chairs. Sr refrigerator fur
$135 per month
School Jr. wants files and much more- fished
Good quality used Call 753-4845 or 435-41s1
1 BR apts. See -Brandon
to do' baby sitting. furniture.
r g a 01/7"5/OE TYE PRE5IOEN77AL AOLACE,,
IT'S AFTER
dip...._
SERIOUS. MY NAME 15
NO,,BUT
PROTECT your in- Dill. Dill's Trailer Cl.
WALKER. PHONE IT IN. HE
PLEASE
Mipsit6NT,
Call 759-4475
I'm HERE Tt, SEE THE PRESIDEN T.
vestment put a rubber 2 BR. appliances fur
WILL SEE ME.
CALL... CRAZY. GET LOST
Fri. & Sat.
t.lik
. MY NAME'S WALKER.*
or 759-1884
bed mat in your new rushed Call 753-3134
BEFORE I P1.17 A
Aug. 1 & 2
pick-up truck Stokes 2 BR apt.. water fur
BULLET IN SCA/.s
Tractor 753-1319
ished. deposit re
8-7
rtON'S Stuffier will qul red. Call 753-0.087
15 Articles for Sat!
Go 641- South 2
change your oil filter after V'en. '
MAN fAG automatic with lobe, $14.95, heavy '2 BIT brick duplex
miles, turn right
washer, excellent cols duty shocks. $1590 its Herleciirated. Coupleson
Tom Taylor.
dition-. 1125 Call 753- stalled. mufflers. $2895 preferred.• No pets 1250
Rd. and follow
6912
installed '400 N 4th SI
month Call 753-6931
753-3514
MOVING must
2 BR, furnished at at
signs.
desk
tables, cedar STOP
&• see- the nev,• Cypress Springs. by the
Something
for
chest. 3-piece bedroom 13CS tiller for yolir fall day. week or month No
set plus mist Call after tilling Stokes tractor. pets Call 136 2954 it no
everyone
5pm 753-5573
Industrial Rd 753-1319
answer 436-2231
,c,. H o;
hen
,
.. take tor air.%
reason tall lain • Cake
Hut Tiler/. Ake, are
alsaNs Butt), & moist
and wed sith a huller
1, mg made mini
s atch Their de, orating is superb Best ot all
their prices are great
So give us a call We
promise you II be glad
you did 759 4492 or
437-4155 ei.ening•

Lost

and

F ound

LosT in vicinity ot
Ntclionalds- gray purse.
Reward offered if
glasses are returned.
No questions asked.
759-4921.

Face
Brick

Start At

$1

5

40°f2ler

Vowell &
Son Inc.
martin,

PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE

Steve Farmer
You're Older
Than Dirt!
Happy

499

37th

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

From your
Porkers

lealst

Faye's
25% Off
Storewide

Sunshine
Center
Fall
Registration
Age 2-5

$ CASH $
$ REWARD $
for the
location of
a Gitane
10-speed
bicycle
Call
753-0594

C

C

•

SCIEPITiFIC FACT,
9065

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING

-7411

iket

YARD
SALE

S. 10th St.
_Between Main
and Poplar
Saturday
9 a.m.-?
Lots of goods.
Must be sold.
YARD SALE

I
r

•*

,' •
/111011■01MBIANISIM.11,41.0wourrisidatalMW

FRIBA% .

CLASSIFIEDS
38.

Pets Supplies

41

Public Sales

38

Pets Supplies

46

_
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Mirrray Ledger & Times
Sale

49.Used Cars
5 1 . Campers
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
MC Si5,
1985
: It 1;
PICK I' P 1
I 1 1 hat
171 p r . FENCE sales at Sears
BRITTAN Y pups. AK('
GREENHOUSES and
N
TING
Paper
i•lit t a I liva I ,tie air'. 1974 455 For-intik like stove, refrigerator,
PLEA Market Fri , registered. i•hampitin
now Call Sears 753-2310 hanging commerical or sun rooms, starting
slot tri '1.4.1,11110A S. TV A nea 1979 Chrysler New electric monomatic
Sat.. Sun. 2 miles south lines. 8 months old
for free estimate tor residential Free es
with yth.r patio founda2
Yorker. $25101 Honda toilet. intercom Call
01111
of New Concord on 121 orange I& white males, 2 :1111)1011'11
your needs.
tirriales Relerences 25 tion Enjoy the outside
at THE PIT. For set ups liver & white males. I11•Vt 1'11111 el. Paint milli Si). $2011 1985 Yamaha k0 4:16-2879
GurrEttiNG by Sears years experie e all year. Custom build
htillilirws !riot trees. 9 4 -wheeler. $750 Piano
call 436-5330.
William Wesley 9111492
energy saver homes
41
Sears continuous gut- Tremors Farris 759-1987
52 Boats -Motors
Public Sales
3268 after 5p.m (1.0. acre- $35.ano * wiles $100 Call 759-94573
Contracted hourly. Sonorth lit aliirray b'orp. '74 AMC Hornet. 12x50 1976 14 FT fiberglass ters installed for your ROOFING. Siding
anytime Sat. & Sun
lar home builders
Ii e 1.1 11 I'.
or trailer, small camper & boat. 55 h.p motor with specifications Call Con( rete aork. Ad- Tripp Williams 753-0.56:
5,1'2
a Honda 200 All in good trailer, trolling motor. Sears 753-2310 Mr f ret• ditions. Painting,
General Carpentry.
41
Public Sales
I\ hell-, large lot, condition. Call 753-0566
live-well, depth finder. estimate.
Sat., Aug. 2
1.1.AMILTON Cultured P. A Molony
_
753-8628
Yearry's Tree
11
$51.114111
'78 01.IiS Royale. good Call 753-7707.
Marble. tops- sinks. Free Estimates.
11..1.1.- earociliately. condition. Call 436-2119 1985 PONTOON
8-5
boat
Yard Service
&
panels,
Fri. & Sat.
custom made SEWING Machine Re_ inivc
12211 or after 5p.m
with 135 Johnson motor.
807 N. 16th
vanities. Free Est. 753. pair. All makes and
Free Estimates
C.,210•29
P,ED
79
depth
Trans
finder,
Am.
skis. 9400
8-?
models. Home & InExt. deck chairs.
Phone 436-2562
extra sharp. many ex- trailer. Call 1-328-8398.
hultri4. kits Ky Lake.
2 miles east of
wine glasses, glasstras. Call 753-9593 or SHAKESPEARE troll- 1-10C.SE building, re- dustrial. Bag closing
753-0789
'modeling, storage machines. Also scissor
-2625
753-5308.
Murray on Hwy.
ing motor. 25 lb thrust.
ware, lingerie, new
Experienced
It . 1 slot s
buildings, driveway sharpening. 40 yrs
full
RE-OAL Limited, 4 like new. Call 753-4788.
name brand clothing
94 behind East Y
tiii''ii lilt. laree deck &
sealing For all your ..xperience. All work
door, all power. air. Call STARCRAFT 14' tri51_,M.MEP is the time to
& shoes, queen size
building & home repairGrocery.
atranteed
F:',11.1 101 Great 753-8464_
Kenneth
hull
fiberglass
or
boat
with
ira r ri 0 ill, 753-2674. either deadwood
1101.1",.. lor large family
call Duncan's Cor,
bedspread & drapes
TMer, stereo, more
remove diseased an
'a4 MAZDA RV._ red. sub floor, 2 live wells dr struction 474-8000.
\lust
136
Es
atter
to match, linens,
ps pb, ac. .ANI-F11,1 steering wheel. 35 h.p.
items added Sat.
d or unwanted trees
511 in or weekend,
INSI LATION blown a
stereo cassette. In per- Evinrude, electric
kitchware.
Forallyour needs call
Girls clothes 10-14.
1:1,:alir II
by Sears. ;TVA. up
.f.1 ) 5 Brieni
fect condition. 20.xxx start, new striker battBayer's Tree Service
him)
,
proved Save on t i
invl
miles. 753-9461 alter cry, Holsclaw tilt
53 03professionalsat
the
,aipeil
high heating and 110..
Clothes,
atta(hed 6p.m.
trailer, complete- $900.
:tor
ing bills Call sa•
2 ceilshoes.
WET BASEMENT' We
ing !ant- VaS Ileat arld FACTORY rebuilt car- Great condition. Call 7 5 3-2310 for 1 •
buretor for sale. off 1968 after 5p.m. 759-9577.
make wet basements
1
ha ••••0•111.•fli
estimate.
l'1"1( iii
Plymouth Valient. 225
dry
Work completely
J I. McKnight &
53. Services Offered
guaranteed
Call or
Saturday
401 S. 12th
SECI 11E1 i :t 1/1•11/ 01/t71. motor. slant-6. Never
Sawmill on Poor
been used, still in box
write Morgan Con2 MEN want to do yard Rd. Buyer of sae !
ho'n1
Installing
11
k
city
/9)ttie
on
15
1104 County Cork
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
$25- list price $80. Call work Tree trimming. timber. Call 753
struction Co RI 1, Box
:41 l'1•`•
111111., 1%1-1 Of
sewer, water lines
409A, Paducar. K /removal of unwanted JOINER'S
Baby
Gatesborough
\ tit .1%
51111 I lrmw 753-3469.
clothes,
8iseptic tanks. All
FOR sale- Semi trucks. '.trees & shrubbery, mow
42001 or car! 1 442 7026
ri:r71
tree service 1:yi
name
2 patio lounge
brand
usedtrucks & parts. yards, light hauling & experien
WE buy, sell & repair
types
backhoe
ce
childrens clothesCall
chairs,
for prices- Duke /If wood for sale. Free stumps mechani,
47
weight
Motorcycles
air conditioners D.11
work.
Riley
Trucking. Salv- estimates: 753-0680 • or removed 1(1' 1'.:
Electric 759 1577
all sizes, antique
bench, G.E. stereo
Viso lit spurt -I.•r: 13, age
yard & garage. 759-16&3.
WILL do buShhooging
Call 753..1
clock, vacuum
11111, tIll
111.0 I..
turntable
1(111(1
and
South Fulton. TN. 901- AL!. type masonry
and order gardens Call
C.111 7:1'. :;272
LEE'S
CAI:
I•
F.
'I.
r
Years
30
Experience
cleaner, lots of
speakers, boys
479-1894.
work, block, brick, CLEANING
753-8590.
19..1
511.5
For all
REPOSSESSED Cars. concrete. driveways.
odds & ends.
clothes, toys, etc.
your carpet &
a ith r.i, ,
I
Ex
1976 Pontaic and 1976 sidewalks, patios, house
ery cleaning. For a :H••
rellent
Cordova. make offer. Call foundations, new
estimate call 753-5.27
753.2724) 7 :aia a 1) In
75:1-1412_
chimneys
or
chimney
Satisfied references
or! is: *OW.? 9.. iti ap in
repair. 25 years ex- LICENSED
I as.... 1„: iix "ii e a I I
Electrician
perience
.
Free
es75a.:00.0. ;liter ip 0.
.for residential and
50
Used Trucks
timates. Call Charles commercia
l. Heating
11-0,1 Mr:1.1)5 X1:200-It. I934 (,11( heavy
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
duty Barnett 753-5476.
and air condition. ea:rin,1110,0 ai5o
pickup. 6- cylr. 3-spd.. ALL types of roofing installation
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
and repair
'A li .6 29..1
runs good, good tires. plus remodeling & adPhone 753-7203
OVER
\!.‘ \ II a car special. new rear
shocks, $600. ditions. Phone 753-8709
20 YEARS
2.11111 1 lifilf11110r1. 1/4.:411'11
Call
759-1812.
or
437-4890.
A-2 Coach
EXPERIENCE
1 i I 'Ali
19
cur
1966 CHEVY 1:2 ton APPLIANCE REPAIR:
ROOFING
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
7T19 121i:
Estates
RAISED PANEL DOORS
pickup truck: good Factory authorized for
Metal & Shingles
Birch
• Oak • Walnut • Cheery •
utility
building.
Tappan. Kelvinator and
127(14.
Sat. From 7-3
Aluminum
49
& Vinyl
Used Cars
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
wood: 8 h.p. electric Brown. Service on gas
•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Washer, dryer,
Siding.
Dresser w/mirror,
Snapper: 5 h.p. Gilson and electric ranges.
•
/151 I
Pr/11.
Can
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
tiller, bench grinder: microwaves, disstereo, table, ad•
Free estimates
7:i9 170
CO/Mt-Melt PRICES Drop illy & See Our Display
many
misc.
•
1!•„
rsi, II At I rand electric drill and weed h washers, reding
machine,
•
409 Sunbury Circle
Call
759-1600
753-5940•
items.
eater Battery charger. frigerators. etc. Earl
•••••••• OOOOOOOOOOO ••
"1)41 11 P('‘i
typewriter, toys,
2 sets socket wrenches 'Lovett. 354-6956 or 753'all 7...2 6105 atter .rip ni
and
more:
Stanley & Avon
Can. be 5341.
I lir
.1
hr. I•tops. bought. together or APPLIANCE
products & baby
separate.
Call
437-4801. a SERVICE. Kenmore,
jai. 141 10 seals.
items.
Westinghouse,
.•_5111. 'all 759-1751
1974 CHEVROLET 12 Whirlmol., 23 years
1979 IlliNTE C'arto.
ton pickup, good Condi
experience. Parts and
exi.ellent 'condition Call
Fri. & Sat.
tion, auto.. ps, pb, ac, service. Bobby Hopper.
1,9 .257- . •
tilt,
PARTY
4
51350. Call 753 3415, Bob's Appliance SerI9,,u la; S
S tu, blue,
Aug. 1 & 2
after 5p m. 753 8756.
vice. 202 S. 5th St.
extra Fro
111q1
YARD
SALE
9-3
110 d111.' 1'.111 75:, 1951 1977 CHEVY Van, 'Business 753-4872. 436customized, extra 5848 ihomeu.
Sat. 7:30-? ' after :",ji Ill
1704 Main St.
sharp Call 753 8370.
APPLIANCE repair.
posl
‘111.10E I wise'.
515 Shady Lane
Toys;
books:
1 9 8 2 CHEVROLET washers. dryers.
neu
r•tia.:Ini15.114111
Childrens
clothing,
toys.
womens, boys &
Silverado. white, blue refrigerators, ranges.
gond
new battery. 2 maple twin
girls clothing, lamps,
interior. 3 4 ton, nice air cond. George Hodge
conilil
beds, w box springs &
& Son. 10 Dixieland
truck Call 753 7409.
,misc.
household
r;
mattress, lingerie chest.
1 9 8 4 CHEVY Van, Shopping Center 753.
goods
Chevette.
4669. bedspreads, Early Am
41.
11,111 titi.ui k auto. Bristol coach conver
CARPET installation.
chair to match spreads.
Sion,
dual
air,
color
1!11
pt,Wer
allri
Broyhill end tables, new
T V , C B., excellent professional service.
Four bedroom home in Canterbury Estates
m
a I I .
Large and roomy family home fresh on the
Also repairs. Satisfac•
Al bedrooms have wdk-in closets, large and
crafts, come on buy, we're
\'O
751 radio like condition, 48,xxx miles.
market Owner s leaving town Phone
Before you buy a car stereo
tion
guaranteed.
Glenn
lovely don with wet bor. Reduced to mid
cleaning out the attic
Ii,.-.. Pook Value 753 6508 after 6p m.
753-1222
$80's. 753-1222.
$5' 550. lean 1. aloe 52.:1110. 1985 BRONCO II, red, Bebber459-1247.
& speakers or a boom box
si H today tor SI995. excellent condition, CEMENT finishing.
Shop & Compare Price & Service
only 6500 miles,' auto- patio, sidewalks. driv4:13's aitYlitne
matic, digital AM,FM eways. Call 753-0629.
'I P.N. l'apri
cassette stereo. $11,500. DAVE'S Window
1FF ii Ii,
Sat. 8-5
Cleaning Residential.
222 S. 12th
753 7275 after 5:30p.m.
753-5865
7 miles N. on
70 FORD Van, $650 or commercial, one & two
best offer. Fishing boat story. References. 10';
Murray on 1824,
Three bedroom home plus study located in
with motor. S125. Call Senior Citizen discount
Gatesborough tri-level in immaculate condi
753-9873 or 436-5836.
Canterbury. Central gas heat, well-planned
next door to
753 8169
non New carpeting throughout $74 500
kitchen, lovely shaded backyard Reduced
DOWNEY•
S
Cement
'75 FORD Conversion
Call today 753.1222
Thweatt's Serto $82,000
Finishing. 17 years
Van, front & rear air,
experience. Free es•
vice Station.
$2.650 Call 753 4445.
timates. Call 753-8543 or
Furniture, baby &
• 77 CHEVROLET 4 753-1209
childrens clothes,
wheel drive pickup, 3/4
fiJ
ton, 4 speed trans.,
household items, anALUMINUM
19,
2
lock in ,lock out hubs.
tique twin beds, lots
ki.ts.
Call 753 2435
SERVICE CO.
more.
• _
•Fire- on, 7'21 white BLACK '68 Chevrolet
Aluminum and vinyl
Fresh on this medial is this lovely three
Home and four eves at the COTS/ Of
IStir tyro:
, .1.4.tn2.
pickup, SWB, new mo
siding. Custom trim
bedroom horns with central gas heat, fenc
Wiswell Road and Johnny Robertson Road
43 Real Estate
...011 19.'5 (
1A1
tor Call after 5p m
work. Roforoncsis.
rid backyard end attractive landscaping
s55.000 Additional acreage evadable
01141111011 :595 Can lie 492 8595.
$63,500,
Call
Will Ed Bailey
KOPPERUD Realty seen at 11tH S mt. ta ll
753-0689
offers a complete range 75:1-17..3
attic 3p in
of Real Estate services
5 1
Campers
anozx
19* I I) 1TS1
11
OBILE HOME
with a wide Selection of
Ii 1 't e
a c
f In 2,
, AIRSTREAM, self- Specialist Repair and
quality home in the city sic)
11.111111 .1 111:11 contained, air, good preventati
1.0
ve mainten& in the county
All miles Call 75:;112111
condition. Call 753-0487
ance, Roofs,. floors.
price ranges. Phone
plumbing, wiring.
753 1222 for courteous
Tired of sitting behind the desk and working for
New carpeting throughout in this 3
hurricane straps 759Lovely to look at. dekghtful to own Three
competent Real Estate
bedroom 2 bath home with central gas heat
bedroom, two bath home redecorated
.1850.
peanuts? We need personable ladies and gentlemen
service We make buy
115 South 13th Street
on quiet residential street $50 s CaN Sop
recently and offered .n the $50 s Newly
to qualify our business accounts. No overnight travel
MOODY'S Mower
ing & selling Real.
perud Realty 753 1222
Murray, Kentucky 4207
listed
Repair- pickup and
and no relocation.
Estate easy for you
a,
502-753.3492
delivery. All work
We offer:
LAKEWAY Shores
"40.• "
guaranteed. Call 753area, Hwy 280 Lake
•Salary plus commission
5668.
view,
3 BR house
•New car program
MOWING, hauling.
539,000. 615 331 6066
•Troining
bushes & trees pruned
all
11141111111131
LAKEWAY Shores
•Management Opportunity
or removed, spray un1,1
lake view cottage, 7 BR
Our top producers earn more than S5,000 per mo.
rreniraillilkinolinhallinnialloillit--- wanted
weeds.
etc
Call
Attractive Canterbury 'stridence with living
521,000. 615 331 6066
You must be available for immediate empolyment.
Located lust west of Murray this home of
759-4808 or 759-9661 7
room den and large recreation room Price
fors peaceful location and comfortable
Call Mon. 9am-5pm 606-278-0416
evenings per week.
45 Farms for Sale
reduced to $72 000
living
SALES • RENTALS
Nationwide Equipment
ODD job specialist.
Approx 30 ACRES.
ceiling fans, electrical.
ChemicalseMaintenance
some timber mostly
plumbing, fencing You
tillable. 7 miles north or
name it. I do it You
Murray. Call 753-2a61
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
buy. I install
You
40 ACRES 5 miles jrom
break. I fix Call 436Gold
\11
Silver
town in Cherry Cornet'
2868 evenings
Closed
Closed
community. 39 acres
tillable. wooded build
Yesterday
352.20 Yesterday
5.01
Fresh on the market this attractive 3
Price just lowered to $48 500 on tho artrac
mg site. 3 10 mile Dia.t
Opened
bedroom home oilers a good style of iiving
Opened
five 3 bedroom home on two acres nor
frontage on g liii
with a reasonable price 542 500
thwiest of Mummy Phone 753 1222
Today
363.30 Today
TOMMY SANDERS
5.10
blacktop road. Hum e
Up
11.10 Up
.09
property. 753-31s7
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
45 ACI1ES. 121 14%
Compliments of:
We Specialize in
BROWN & BIGELOW
Conc..r.i
South
of
New
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
•Never rust plastic
Contact Oury I .us in
113 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
New Concord. Ey 131;wells.
753 7113
5324.
•Instoll wafer lines &
(502) 753-3299
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
We loan money on anything of value
water Systems
Norman Rockwell Calendars
46 Homes for Sale
Balloons
Hour 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday
Another new listing is this 3 bedroom 2
Pens
Matches
Yearly Date Planners
18.500 THREE bed
bath borne with covered patio for only
Royster & McAlpin
Well constructed two bedroom horne on one
4000 Specialty items to choose from
room brick with
$38 500
acre Offered at $25 000 Phone Kopperon
port. Two bath. I I
Well Drilling
Realty. 753 1222
acre lot. garden fruit
901-364-3476
trees, outside storage. 3
miles from toss it 1:21
U.L.N.ERAL HOME
South on right_ .Louk tur
REPAIR 15 years exCentury 21 I mretta lobs
Available September 1
perience _Carpentry,
Realtors sign or
all
('oncrete. plumbing.
James Hart at 753 1492
4080 sq. ft. building which
roofing. siding NI) JOB
13‘ owner -• Tri level
TO SMALL Free es•
can
be
rented
as
1
large
brick & frame on Ian:
,
timates Days 753-6973.
lot I miles Irons Nlorra%
711
building or separated into 2
nights 474-2278
tut 121 S. :tor 4 lilts '2
GPNERAL Building
baths, priced in the
or 3 buildings. Each with enRepair- 20 years ex$50's. 753-6553
perience Roofing &
trance, front
window, painting.
CEDAR
HOMES
indoor & outNorthern %hue (vitt!
1-10111e1 FOR 1.1%'111G•
bathro
om, central heat 8 air,
••••••••
door Odd jobk No job No rot. no, hugs Val.,
to small. 474 .4157
build or we hit
paneled
walls,
Extra
901-644-9052 Brenda
Irrieellon Residential
Ray T. Broach-Bob Cornelison
spotlig
hts, fully insulated.
Munson
Solos Associates
CAMPBELL WELL
Amos McCarty Jr.
FOR sale by owner :t
$395.0
Agents
0
per
section
.Audra Moodci
DRILLING
Gar! Andersen •
bdrm . I bath. hill
McKenzie T.
Bill Rayburn
Dixieland Center on Chestnut
basement. garage on
Tata Hopkins
Collect
CM
1,2 acre lot. northeast
38 years Experience
Ann Roberson
Frenkie
3671
362
901
McNutt
or
adjacen
t
to
MS11 campus.
edge of city limits 1
901 392 9704
Warren Shropshire
Berbera
Erwin
bargain al $30; Ono c'.:1
Free Estimates
Call 753-3018
753-9863
Homes for

OG boarding. Obedience training AKC
German Shepherds.
AKC Australian Cattle
dogs. 436-2858.

YARD SALE

8 PARTY
YARD SALE

YARD
SALE

801 Hart Dr.
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday
toys,

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

misc.,

YARD
SALE

GIGANTIC
YARD SALE

Saturday
7-5
Hazel Hwy. 2nd
house
past
Dwain Taylors
on left. Cancel
if rains.
3 PARTY
YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE .
Saturday

Saturday
8-2
In Stella
on
Hwy. 121

753-9224

Orrartris

YARD SALE

7 a.m.-?
1553 Oxford

YARD
SALE

-We're

on
Murray

Friday &

Saturday
9-5
518 South
6th Street

,

WORLD OF SOUND

YARD SALE

Amvets Post 45
Dance
Ken Williams Band
Friday & Saturday
August 1 & 2
Marketing Career

&PAW

MURRAY '4,44,46:4:'.4iaiii4ttiP!
HOT TUBS "e

Well
Drilling

Specialty Advertising

Farm Bureau
Insurance

310 South 4th St.

FOR RENT

753-4703

7531222

Main

All Types Insurance
City & County
"A +" Rated Company

11111.1111LAIMMII

1•111111.M01110•1101•1*.•

4

.....••••000100011"0"...•,•w
•
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Cobbler
4 Pitcher's faux
pas
8 Pilfer
11 Kind of Cloth
12 Prayer
ending
13 Solemn
wonder
14 N L s
counterpart
15 Antlered
animal
17 Tenacious
19 Seed
container
21 Lamprey
23 Peruke
24 Cram
26 Crimson
28 Lager
31 Opening
33 Spigot
35 Equals 24
hours
36 Tantalum
symbol
38 Noisemakers
41 Tellurium

William Stanley
Grogan. 87, formerly of
Rt. 4, Murray, died today at 3:48 a.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge where he
had been residing for
several years.
He was preceded in
death by his wife, Mrs.
Manon Charlton
Grogan. Born Oct. 5.
1898, in Calloway County. hikwas the son of the
late Ivan Grogan and
Zella Andrews Grogan.
Survivors are one
daughter. Mrs. • Fay
Hughes, Pataskala,
Ohio; four sons. Bill
Grogan. Mesa. Ariz.,
Max Grogan. Holiday,

g

AMOUCI T I
EL L
SIMEE
TALK
SMEE
Al
SGIOOR
ALLEGE
FRU
US
TABLELAND
OTT
S T Ala
N E Ali BOB
S MI
GIBCIA al T A R
SS
TOT
ENSUE
ORBIT
SE
RAW
TallOU
MER T
SOOSU
ONE
OBI
DYE
ROOS
WET
LAB
OWE

pup

54 Seine
56 Ocean
58 Crafty
59 Register
62 Pismire
64 Maiden loved
by Zeus
65 Southwestern
Indian
66 Possessive
pronoun
68 Dillseed
70 Insane
71 Trial
72 Adams Of
Johnson
DOWN

11 Weakens
16 French article
18 Tomcat
20 Canine
22 Missives
25 Armed
conflict
I Helmsman
27 Pigeon pea
2 Negative
28 Sit down to
prefix
dinner
30 Type of bread
7
6
5
8
9
4
10
3
1
2
32 Cushion
34 Church
13
11
bench
12UUU
36 Chinese
14
pagoda
17118111
37 Broadcast
23
21
19
39 Overturn
122
120
40 Timid
27
26
26
25
29 30
24
43 Waltzed
46 Affirmative
U
34
33
48 Lion
31132
aUU SO Bread
ingredient
41
40
36
36 37
52 Foreign
39UUU
53 Hindu
peasant
42143
44UI
ill
11
55
Jog
51
50
49
53
47
as
57 Article
152
59 Alcoholic
57
56
se
55
54
beverage
60 Greek letter
63
62
64
61
59 60
61 Expected
U
63 Youngster
88 69
66
67 Q-T linkage
65
69 Japanese
U67
drama
72
70
71UUU
3 Piece out
4 Cake maker
5 Forenoon'
6 Conducted
7 Recognize
8 Uneven
9 Be in debt
10 Article of
furniture

Ill

Mother trapped in burning car pushes
one of daughters out of the car window

Services...

Denver
year.

the

following

Ms. Guffey is a native
of Ottawa, Kan.. a
graduate of the University of Nebraska and a
U.S. Navy veteran.
Before joining the Al-'.
she worked for the
Neb. World Omaha
Herald and the Burlington i Vt. i Free Press.
In Spokane she succeeds John Wilson. who
recently was named
news editor in the AP's
Baltimore bureau.

tified only as Grant
Miller. stopped- his. car
and ran- to the burning
vehicles. The door was
jammed and the interior
of the car was in flames.
aut,porities said.
The mother grabbed
the girl and pushed her
out the window to
Miller. wh carried the
girl to safety and went
back to theltar, only to
be driven back by the
heat and flames_
McClain said Miller,
who was taken home in
a state of shock, would
be nominated for- -the
patrol's medal sfor
heroism.
Truck driver William
Fleming. 36. of Oakland
was apparently unhurt
in the accident. McClain
said, and was jailed
Wednesday in lieu of
$8,000 bail on charges of
drunken driving and
vehicular
manslaughter.

ED1

The funeral for Cary
J. Rose is today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
John Dale and Robin
Wadley are officiating.
Jerx5, Bolls is directing
the song service.
Pallbearers are Ron-'
nie Dunn. Randy Dunn,'
Roger Dunn. James
Rose. Bill Holland and
Cy Skulley. Burial will
follow in Murray

NEED
BETTER
INSURANCE?
•Medicare
Supplements
Up to 100% port B for
Doctor Bills, including
office visits and nursing

•Home Policies for
Custodial
'Intermediate or
Skilled Care
•No Age Limit
Celt
Tony Montgomery
Insurance
753-7419

Tripp. Johnny Bohannon. Denny Jones Jr.,
Dany dodson, Jim
Ragsdale., Gene
McDougal. Ronnie Sills.
RcT Harmon. Ed P.
Thomas, James 0.
Lamb. Wayne Wilson
and Dennis Jones. Bible
classes will start at 9:50
a.m.
Episcopal
Fr. David Robinson,
vicar, will conduct Holy
Eucharist service at 9
a.m. at St. John's
Episcoal Church.

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Mrs. Mary Lee
Clayton, 79, died Thursday at West View Nursing—Home. She was the
widow of Woodard
Clayton.

Hog market
report listed
i•deral Slab. 11arket
iIugust I. IS.5
ha•ir
hentti, k5
41/.x 31urhet
Iteport Include. lillu5ins statiim.
Hi...vigils: %all .111:11•1.
stisid 44401“
S I 2 2211 251111p..
4441 .511 112.1111
I 51-2 21111 2211lb,
1/511..511 1/1.511
2 3 221/ 2511
.1111-111.511
$01.1111-41.1111
I S 3 4 2511I;Illbs.
Is I 2 171135111i..
IS 1 :4 34011111111..
• 13 4511 111111b...
I
I 3435er 50111b•
• 43:41111 51111 lb...
14.3 rs 51940, $1114

7 GM QUALITY -"SERVICE PARTS]

1.111.1.1-51.511
040.111i.52.1.1
134/1.1111-51 110
011.1.1.5:1.10
S411.1111101.1

ONLY $99*Per Month

Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Rose, 85, of 214
South 12th St.. Murray.
died Wednesday at 7:03
p.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Lucy Jones
Rose; one daughter.
Mrs. Holmes Dunn;
three grandsons, Ronnie. Randy and Roger
Dunn: two greatgrandchildren

Choose from 3 1986 Chevrolet Chevettes
Stock #'s 171721, 174811, 175408

Sale Price $5,650

Dwain
S. '12th St.
Murray, Ky.
Taylor
753-2617
Chevrolet, Inc.

The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn.
Burial will follow in
the city cemetery at
Hazel.

C

0410111411140701IS COOPORATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

or

mo. contracts.

*Payments based on 60
$979 cash
trade in down
payments, plus tax and license 9.9e; APR, subject to approved
credit.

eative

ntotoks

Our Name Says it .411 -

Simmon's Softside
Waterbeds
Looks Like A Mattress
Sleeps Like A Waterbed

GM
New Shipment
Of Day Beds
—&—
White & Brass Iron Beds

Sealy Posturepedic
Bedding
Now

50%

Off

Complete Interior
Design Service
•Custom Draperies
•In Home Service
•Wallpaper 'Accessories
'Mini-Blinds 'Pictures & Mirrors

Hwy. 641 N. Murray

On The Square Mayfield

1986 MAZDA
5-Speed Transmission, Air Conditioning,
15,XXX miles, White in color.

OUR 4TH ANNUAL

s6 100.00

OPEN HOUSE

PURCHASE
DWAIN
AREA
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC. 6119°1
133:2617

441 S. Sterrey

FREE

DEALER

POPCORN & COKES

STADIUM VIEW SUBDIVISION
Hwy. 641 N., 1/2 mile from MSU Stadium

FOR SALE

6
7

Movie Rentals for Non-Members

Only $ 10

Movie Rentals for Members

Only $ 10

Pick up Friday, Bring back Monday

Commercial & Multi-Family Lots
No 66 '12,000
67 '12,000
77 '12,000
78 '12,000
79 '12,000
80 '12,000
81 '15,500
82 '15,500
83 '15,500
84 '15,500
106'36,500

Lot No.28 '2.55 sq. ft
29 '2.55 sq. ft
32 '2.55 sq. ft
36 $2.75 SQ. ft.
40 SOLD
41 SOLD
42 SOLD
43 '36,500
63 '12,000
64 '12,000
65 '1.2,000

1966

Only

$i395

Special Prices on
all V.C.R.s —

'269"

HOLIDAY PROPERTIES, INC.
city( p

V.C.R. Rental
for the weekend

Starting as low as

Builders and Developers Welcome
Financing Available ,

7462

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

YOUR CHOICE

Mrs. Mary Lee Clayton

(('ont'd from page 6)

ton. Wayne Williams
and David Thompson.
Bible classes will start
at 945 a.m.
Seventh and Poplar
John Dale. minister.
will speak about -Hidden Wounds" with scripture from Matthew
15 15-17 at . 530 and
10:40 a.m services and
about "Lord, Help Me
To Wise Up" with scripture from Matthew
16.24-26 at 6 p.m. service at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Jerry
Bolls. James Lee Harmon. Bobby Eike Jr..
Tom Swatzell. Randy
Young. Ron McNutt.
Emmanuel Manners.
Edgar Rowland, Rudy

Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

Cary J. Rose

UU

SPOKANE. Wash.
AP — Susan Guffey of
The Associated Press.
staff in Denver has been
named correspondent in
charge of the news
cooperative's Spokane
bureau.
Seattle Chief of
Bureau Tom Slaughter
nyade the appointment
Wednesday.
Ms Guffey, 37:joined
the AP in Denver in
1977. She was.y.ppointed
news editor in the
Albany, N.Y.. bureau in
1950 and returned to

133/
1
2 +%
55
20%B 2IA
54/
3
4 +%
62% +%
30 unc
78 -7
/
6
46% +%
80/
1
4 +%
43% +%
29/
1
2 -1
/
2
81 unc
NI% +i/
46% +'/,
111
/
2 -1
/
4
8.12

441.4

UU

Guffey new correspondent
for Spokane news bureau

Three surviving
sisters are Mrs. Lula
White and Mrs. Edna
Parker. Murray. and
Mrs. Ellen Prince.
Paris. Tenn. Three surviving brothers are
Guthrie Grogan, Gilbert
Grogan and Dewey
Grogan. all of Murray.
Miller -Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the funeral
andburial
arrangements.

Mrs. Grace W. Barnes

UI

tided with a tractortrailer rig and slammed
into a.freeway divider.
Moments before her
death, the mother shoved her 7-year -old
daughter Cheryl
thraugh a car window
and into the arms of a
motorist who struggled
to free them, said Dave
McClain. a spokesman
for the California
Highway Patrol.
The motorist, itien-

Fla.. Gerald Grogan. El
Campo. Texas. and
Jack Grogan, Folsom,
Calif.; nine
grandchildren.

Industrial Average
Previous Close
1775.31
Air Products
23% -1
/
4
American Telephone
/
2
23% +1
Briggs 8:Stratton
341/2 +11
/
2
Chrysler
35% -1
/
2
CSX Corp
26% -Vs
Dean Foods
30 -%
Dollar Gen. Store
17%B 17%A
Exxon
801/2
Ford
53/
1
2
G.A.F.
..32
General Motors
.68%
GenCorp, Inc.
II7
Goodrich
37%
Goodyear
31

Services for Mrs. Burial will follow in Elm
Grace Williams Barnes " Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Barnes, 91. 820
are today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock- Hurt Dr., Murray, died
Coleman Funeral Wednesday at 11:50
. ui . -a-t- Id-tri I dyOfficiating are the Calloway County
Rev. Calvin Wilkins and Hospital.
the Rev. David Brasher.
She is survived by one
Music will be by Juanita
Lee and Bobbie stepdaughter. Mrs.
-Henry Hargis, one
Burkeen.
Pallbearers are B.H. brother, Neville
Giles. Mickey lion- Williams; sister-in-law,
dratko. Coffield Vance. Mrs. Mae Williams;
e
James Vance. Edwin s
Vance and Troy Vance. stepgrandchildren.

UI

OAKLAND. Calif
AP — _A woman trapped with her two
daughters in a burning
iiutomobile pushed one
of the girls to safety as
her final act before
flames engulfed the car.
police said. . •
I.illian Payu-mo
Hansen. 35. of Oakland
and her 4-year-old
daughter Melissa Ann
died .Tuesday night
when the family car col-

Stock Market
+.14 I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand

William Stanley Grogan

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

symbol
42 Succor
44 Expire
45 For what
reason/
47 sea in Asia
49 Lift with lever
51 Happy New

ACROSS

OBITUARIES

416 r)r)

Large Selection of
New & Used Hitachi
Stereos On Sale

$5 OFF on Movie
Club Memberships
Friday & Saturday Only iv
MURRAY

Choose from
over 2000
Movie Titles
and growing
daily.
Open tN 8 Fri.
& 8 Sat.
753 8201

RENTAL,SALES

CENTER
200E Main

753 8201

I.

